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Introduction 

In [27], J.H.M. Steenbrink studied degenerations of Hodge struc
tures. For f: X ----> ~ = { z E <C ; lzl < 1} projective and of semi-stable 
degeneration, he showed that a "limit Hodge structure" appears as the 
limit of the Hodge structures Hm(Xt,7!..) (mE 71.., t E ~- {0}). In log 
Hodge theory, as in [23], his theory is interpreted in the form "the higher 
direct images on ~ of 7l..x carry the natural variations of polarized log 
Hodge structure." 

In this paper, we will generalize the theory of Steenbrink in this 
form to the theory with coefficients (that is, we will start with general 
variations of polarized log Hodge structure 'Hz on X instead of 7l..x ). 
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Our method is different from Steenbrink's. We use "log c=-func
tions" and "log harmonic forms", in the way as we use C 00-functions and 
harmonic forms in the case without degeneration in the classical Hodge 
theory. Our main result is the following. (See Appendix for special 
terminology of log geometry, if the reader is not familiar with log struc
tures ofFontaine-Illusie. For example, see Appendix 2 for "log smooth fs 
log analytic space", see Appendix 4 for "log smooth morphism" and for 
"vertical morphism", and see Appendix 5 for "ket sense". In particular, 
the word "vertical" in the statement below shows that we assume the 
degeneration off and the degeneration of (1iz,M, (, )) occur only in 
the "vertical direction" with respect to f.) 

Theorem. Let X, Y be log smooth fs log analytic spaces, and let 
f: X ---+ Y be a projective log smooth vertical morphism. Let (1iz, M, 
( , )) be a variation of polarized log Hodge structure on X of weight w 
in the ket sense. Then: 
(1) The Hodge to de Rham spectral sequence 

degenerates from E 1 and each Rm f*grP(w~;y(M)) is a locally free Oy

module on Yket· Here w~;y(M) denotes the de Rham complex with log 
poles and with coefficients in M. 

(2) For each m E Z, ( Rm f!0 g1iz, Rm f*w~;y(M), ( , ) ) with the 

Hodge filtration on Rm f*w~;y(M) is a variation of polarized log Hodge 
structure on Y of weight w + m in the ket sense. Here ( , ) is the 
intersection form defined by fixing an invertible Ox-module which is 
relatively very ample with respect to Y. 

In the case where 1iz = Z and X is semi-stable over Y = ~. this 
gives a new proof of a result of Steenbrink [27] as explained in the above. 
See 8.13 for the details. The theorem also gives new proofs to results 
ofT. Fujisawa [6], L. Illusie [13] and M. Cailotto [1]. See also Remark 
8.12. 

In [14], the functoriality of log Riemann-Hilbert correspondences 
was established, which is a generalization of results of the second author 
[23], [24], [25], F. Kato [16], and S. Usui [29], [30]. This implies that 
Rm f*(w~;y(M)) is a locally free Oy-module in the ket sense, and cor-

responds to Rm f!og1iz via the log Riemann-Hilbert correspondence on 
Y. The above Theorem shows that we can add Hodge filtrations in this 
functoriality. 
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See Y. Kawamata-Y. Namikawa [21] for another approach by log 
method to the degenerations of Hodge structures. 

Log c=-functions are functions which have, together with their "log 
derivatives", logarithmic growth at the boundary. After we completed 
our paper, we learned from Prof. S. Zucker that this notion has been 
already considered by several authors (for example, [10], [9], [11], [12]) 
and that contents of the sections 1 and 3 are known. 

We are very much thankful to Prof. L. Illusie, Prof. S. Usui, Prof. 
T. Saito and Prof. S. Zucker for their advice. 

§1. Log c=-functions 

1.1. Let X be an fs log analytic space which is log smooth over C. Let 
Xtriv = {x EX; Mx,x = 0~-,x}, which is an open dense subset of X. 
(See Appendix.) We define the ring of log c=-functions on X as a 
subring of the ring of c=-functions on Xtriv· When X is a complex 
manifold M whose log structure is given by a divisor D with normal 
crossings, the sheaf of log C 00-functions is the same as A~ia(M, D) in 
[12] (2.2). See also [10], [9], and [11] 3.8. 

For a function f : Xtriv -----> C, we say f is of log growth on X if there 
exists an open covering (U>.)>. of X with an element t;;.. E r(U;;.., Mj!) 
and an integer m(A) 2: 0 for each A, for which we have 

lf(x)l :<:::: llog lt;;..(x)llm(>.) 

for any A and any x E Xtriv n U;;... 
By a log c=-function on X, we mean a c=-function f: Xtriv ~ C 

having the following property: If U is an open set of X and (tjh~J~n 
is a family of elements of r(U,Mj!) such that (dlog(tJ)h~J~n is an 
Ou-basis of wij ( = the sheaf of analytic differential forms on U with log 
poles; see [18] (3.5)), then the following condition (C) is satisfied. 
(C) For any a(j), b(j) EN (1 :<:::: j :<:::: n), 

(II (t·. _!!_)a(j) (r. ~)b(J)) (!) 
1 atj J atj 

j 

is of logarithmic growth on U. 
Note that locally on X, a family (tJh~J~n as above exists and the 

condition (C) is independent of the choice of such (tJh~J~n· 

Example 1.2. (1) When X is a complex manifold whose log structure 
is given by a divisor with normal crossings, a C 00-function on X is a log 
coo-function. 
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(2) A meromorphic function on X is a log C00-function on X if and only 
if it is holomorphic. 
(3) For any section t of M~P, logitl and ( 1 ~ 1 )n (n E Z) are log C 00-

functions on X. Ift is in Mx, itic (c E <C, Re(c) ~ 0) is a log C 00-function 
on X. 
(4) For any section t of Mx, I log itW (c E <C) is a log C 00-function on 
X outside the points x EX at which tx E 0~ x and it(x)l = 1. , 

1.3. We show that log C 00-functions on X form a ring. For this, it is 
sufficient to show that functions on Xtriv of log growth on X form a 
ring. It is sufficient to show that for X E X and h, t2 E r(X, M'f!), 
there exist an open neighborhood U of x and t E r(U, Mx) such that 

We may assume that x (j. Xtriv· Take an element s of Mx,x whose 
·image in the fs monoid Mx,x/O~,x belongs to the interior of Mx,x/O~,x· 
Then for some n ~ 1, snt1, snt11, snt2, snt21 belong to the interior of 
Mx,x/O~,x· Hence isnt1i < 1, isnt111 < 1, isnt2i < 1, isnt2 11 < 1 on 
Xtriv n U for some open neighborhood U of x. This shows 

on Xtriv n U. 

1.4. Let Ax be the sheaf U 1--t {log C 00-functions on U} of X. Let V = 
Xtriv, let Cv be the sheaf of coo -functions on V, and let j: V ----+ X be 
the canonical morphism. Then Ax is regarded as a subsheaf of j*CV. 
Let C~,q (q E Z) be the sheaf of coo q-forms on V. For p, q E Z, define 
the sheaf A~q of log coo (p, q)-forms on X to be the image of 

Ax® w~ ® w1 ----+ j*(C~,p+q); f ® w ® 'TJ 1--t fw 1\ r;, 

and for m E Z, let 

Ax= ffi A~q c j*C~'m. 
p+q=m 

0 

Proposition 1.5. Assume that the underlying analytic space X of X 
is Hausdorff. For any p, q E Z, A~q is a soft sheaf on X. 

Proof If A is a soft ring, an A-module M is also soft. Hence we 
can reduce 1.5 to proving that Ax is soft. Moreover we can assume X= 
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(SpecC[S])an for some fs monoid S. Then we can find a surjective map 

N8 ----+ S and, hence, a closed immersion X ~ Z := (Spec C[N8 ])an. 

Then we have a map i-1Az----+ Ax. Since Cr;' is soft, Cr;'-module Az 
z z 

is soft. This implies Ax is soft. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 1.6. U ~---+ Ax(U) is a sheaf on Xket· (See [14] or Ap
pendix for the definition of Xket.) 

Proof. It is enough to show that, for a surjective, Kummer log 
etale morphism g: v ----+ w of log smooth fs log analytic spaces, a coo
function f: Wtriv ----+ C is log coo if and only if fog is log C 00 • This is 
easily checked with the fact that g is an open map. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 1.7. Let M be a sheaf ofQ-vector spaces on Xket· Then 
Rqt::*M = 0 for any q > 0, where c is the projection of topoi from Xket 
to X. 

Proof. See [14]. Q.E.D. 

From now, everything is in the ket sense unless the contrary is ex
plicitly stated. 

1.8. We define a sheaf A~g on xiog by 

A log 0 1og -1 (A ) 
X = X ®r- 1 (0x) r X ' 

where r is the canonical map X 1og----+ Xket· (Ox, Ax, and O~g here 
are the ket versions.) Note that A~g ----+ j~ogCv is not necessarily 

injective since r-1 Ax ----+ j~ogC'V is not. We define 

Aj{q,!og = O~g ®7 -l(Ox) r- 1(Aj(q) (p, q E Z) 

A m,Iog 0 1og 10. -1(Am) ( '71) 
X = X 'Oir- 1 (0x)T X .mEtL.. 

We have a complex conjugate A~g ----+ A~g by extending the complex 

conjugate of Ax by O~g ----+ A~g; log(!) ~---+ 2 · (log lfl) -log(!)® 1. 

Proposition 1.9. We have 

Rr*(Aj(q,!og) = Aj(q for p, q E Z. 

Proof. It is checked stalkwise that Rr*(O~g ®7 -1ox r- 1 M) = M 
for any Ox-module M (cf. [14]). The proposition is a special case of 
this fact. Q.E.D. 
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§2. Log coo Hodge decompositions 

2.1. In this section, we relate log C 00-functions to degenerations of polar
ized Hodge structures. In Theorem 2.6 below, we show that a "variation 
of polarized log Hodge structure" (VPLH) has a "log C 00 Hodge decom
position" . Here VPLH is a notion which is something like "degenerating 
variation of polarized Hodge structure" and which matches well the the
ory of Schmid on nilpotent orbits ([26]). The proof of Theorem 2.6 bases 
on the theory of Cattani-Kaplan-Schmid on SL(2)-orbits ([26], [3]). 

In the classical theory, if X is a complex manifold and Hz is a 
variation of polarized Hodge structure (VPH) on X of weight w, C ®z 
Hz,x for each x E X has Hodge decomposition 

Hc,x = Efj H~','; 
p+q=w 

where He = C ®z Hz and Hf:','; is the intersection of FilP(Hc,x) and 
the complex conjugate of Filq(Hc,x)· The Ox-module Ox ®z Hz has a 
filtration by the definition of VPH, but this Ox-module Ox ®z Hz does 
not necessarily have a Hodge decomposition (this is because 0 x does 
not have the complex conjugation). However C)( ®z Hz has a Hodge 
decomposition 

C)( ®z Hz = Efj (p, q)-part 
p+q=w 

where (p, q)-part means the intersection of Fi!P( Cx ®z Hz) and the 
complex conjugate ofFiF(C)(®zHz). Theorem 2.6 states that a similar 
Hodge decomposition exists also for a VPLH if we replace C 00-functions 
by log c=-functions. 

2.2. Before we discuss VPLH, we review the theory of log Riemann
Hilbert correspondences studied in [18] and [14] (cf. Remark 2.4). Let 
X be a log smooth fs log analytic space. The log Riemann-Hilbert corre
spondence relates the following two categories Lqunip(X) and Vqniip(X). 
Let Lqunip(X) be the category of locally constant sheaves L of finite 
dimensional C-vector spaces on xlog such that for any X E X and 
y E T- 1 (x) C Xlog, the action of 1r1(T-1 (x)) (called the local mon
odromy at x) on the stalk Ly is quasi-unipotent. On the other hand, let 
Vqniip(X) be the category of Ox-modules V on Xket endowed with an 
integrable connection with log poles 

\7: V -----> w1- ®ox V 

which satisfies the following condition locally on Xket ( cf. [14]). 
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There exists a finite family of Ox-submodules (Vi)o<i<n of V satis-
fying 'V(Vi) C wl- ®ox Vi such that - -

O=VQCVi.C···CVn=V 
and such that for each 1 S i S n, Vi/Vi- 1 is locally free and the connec
tion induced on Vi/Vi- 1 does not have a pole. 

Then we have an equivalence of categories 

whose converse is given by 

where- ®ox V =- ®7 -l(Ox) T- 1 (V). 

Furthermore, if L E Lqunip(X) and V = T*(O~g ®c L) E Vqniip(X), 
we have 

/'"\log tO. L _ /'"\log 10. V vx viC - vx vOx · 

2.3. Now we introduce VPLH. See [19], [20] for generality of log Hodge 
structures and polarized log Hodge structures (cf. Remark 2.4). 

First, we review the definition of VPH. For a complex manifold X 
and for wE Z, a VPH on X of weight w is a triple (1tz,F, (, )) where 
o 1tz is a locally constant sheaf of finitely generated Z-modules on X, 
o F is a descending filtration (FP)pEZ on Ox ®z1tz by Ox-submodules 
such that 

FP =Ox ®z1tz for p « 0, FP = 0 for p ~ 0, 

and each FP is locally a direct summand of Ox ®z1tz, 
o ( , ) is a Ql-bilinear form 7irQ x 1itQ -----.. Ql, 
satisfying the following conditions (1) and (2). 
(1) For any x EX, the triple (1tz,x, ( , )x, F(x)) is a polarized Hodge 
structure of weight w. Here F(x) means the filtration (C ®ox,x Ff)pE'll 
on C ®z1tz,x (Ox,x-----.. Cis given by f ~ f(x)). 
(2) (Griffiths transversality) The connection 

'V = d ® 1: Ox ®z1tz -----.. n_1. ®z1tz 

sends FP into n_1. ®ox Fp-l for any p E z. 
Now let X be a log smooth fs log analytic space and let w E Z. A 

VPLH on X of weight w is a triple (1tz, M, ( , )) where 
0 1tz is a locally constant sheaf on xlog of finitely generated &::-modules 
with quasi-unipotent local monodromies. 
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oM is the object ofVqni!p(X) corresponding to the object fie= C®zfiz 
of Lqunip(X), endowed with a descending filtration (MP)pEZ by Ox
submodules such that 

MP = M for p «: 0, MP = 0 for p » 0, 

and each MP is locally a direct summand of M, 
o ( , ) is a Q-bilinear form 1-lQ x 1iQ _____. Q 
satisfying the following conditions (1) and (2). 
(1) Let X E X' let y be a point of xlog lying over x, and let sp(y) be 
the set of all ring homomorphisms O~~Y ----t C whose restrictions to the 

subring Ox,x of O~~Y coincide with the map Ox,x ----t C; f ~--+ f(x). 
Then if 8 E sp(y) and if the map Mx,x _____.ex; f t-+ exp(8(log(f))) is 
sufficiently near to the canonical composition 

Mx,x ~ Ox,x ----t C; f ~--+ a(f)(x), 

then (1-lz,y, M(8), ( , )y) is a polarized Hodge structure of weight 

w in the classical sense. Here log(!) is defined in O~~y/27l"iZ and 
exp(8(log(f))) is well defined since exp(8(21t"iZ)) = exp(27l"iZ) = 1, "suf
ficiently near " is with respect to the topology of simple convergence of 
the set Map(Mx,x, q, and M(8) = C ®ox,y My endowed with the in
duced filtration. (Ox,y (resp. My) is the stalk at y of the inverse image 
of Ox (resp. M) on xiog by xiog _____. Xket, Ox,y _____.Cis f ~--+ f(y), 
and we identify M ( 8) with C ®z 1-lz,y by 

M(8) = C ®0~~y (O~~Y ®ox,y My)= C ®zfiz,y 

where O~~Y ----t C is 8.) 
(2) (Griffiths transversality) 

V'(MP) C w_k ®ox Mp-l for any p E Z. 

Sometimes we denote by (Hz, (MP)pEZ, ( , )) for (Hz, M, ( , )). 

Remark 2.4. In the above 2.2 and 2.3, we work on the ket site. Work
ing on the usual site (of open sets of X) instead, we have the non-ket 
analogues of 2.2 and 2.3: First, replacing Xket with X (the usual site) in 
2.2, we have the definition of the non-ket analogue Vnnp(X) of Vqni!p(X). 
Then we have the non-ket version of the log Riemann-Hilbert correspon
dence Lunip(X) ~ Vnnp(X), where Lunip(X) := .{L E Lqunip(X) ; the 
local monodromies of L are unipotent}. See [18] for the details. Next, re
placing Xket with X in 2.3, we have the definition of the non-ket version 
of VPLH, which is called VPLH in [20]. 
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These non-ket versions relate to ours as follows: First, the functor 
L from the category of locally free Ox-modules of finite rank on X (Ox 
here is in the non-ket sense) to that of locally free Ox-modules of finite 
rank on Xket is fully faithful and it induces the categorical equivalence 
between Vnilp (X) and the full subcategory of Vqnilp (X) consisting of the 
objects whose "V" belong to the essential image of L. Further L induces 
the equivalence between the category of VPLH in the non-ket sense 
and the full subcategory of that of VPLH in our sense consisting of the 
objects whose "He" belong to Lunip(X). 

The following Proposition 2.5 is a reformulation of the nilpotent 
orbit theorem of Schmid ([26]). 

Proposition 2.5. Let X be a log smooth fs log analytic space and let 
w E Z. Then the restriction to Xtriv induces an equivalence of categories 

{ VPLH on X of weight w} ~ { VPH on Xtriv of weight w }. 

We show in 2.7-2.9 how Proposition 2.5 is deduced from the nilpo
tent orbit theorem of Schmid. 

See [20] for more details about the relation between nilpotent orbits 
and polarized log Hodge structures on more general fs log analytic spaces 
X. 

The aim of ~his section is to prove 

Theorem 2.6. Let X be a log smooth fs log analytic space, let wE Z, 
and let (Hz, M, ( , )) be a VPLH on X of weight w. Then we have 

Ax ®ox M = ffi M:t 
p+q=w 

where M:t is the intersection of M~ = Ax ®ox MP and the complex 
conjugate of M~. 

Here the complex conjugation on Ax ®ox M is the one induced by 

(complex conjugation) 0 1 on A~g ®z Hz, 

via the identification 

A !og 'LI A!og M x ®z 1 LZ = x ®ox . 

2.7. We prove Proposition 2.5 in 2.7-2.9. In there we fix w E Z and 
VPH (resp. VPLH) means VPH (resp. VPLH) of weight w. The fully 
faithfulness of the restriction functor 

{VPLH on X} ------+ {VPH on Xtriv} 
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is easily seen. Hence it is sufficient to show that a VPH (1iz, F, ( , )) 
on Xtriv extends to a VPLH on X. Since X 1og is a topological manifold 
with the boundary X log- Xtriv, 1iz extends uniquely to X 1og as a locally 
constant sheaf, and ( , ) extends also on xiog. Denote this extension 
of (1iz, ( , )) on Xlog also by (1iz, ( , )). Since the local monodromy 
of 1iz at each point of X is quasi-unipotent by a theorem of Borel [26, 
4.5], 1ic is an object of Lqunip(X). Let M be the object of Vqni!p(X) 
corresponding to 1ic_. It remains to show that F extends to a filtration 
on M and (1iz, M, (, )) satisfies the conditions (1) (2) ofVPLH. We 
prove this in 2.8 in the case where X is a complex manifold and the log 
structure of X is given by a divisor with normal crossings, and in 2.9 in 
general. 

2.8. Assume that X is a complex manifold whose log structure is given by 
a divisor with normal crossings. We may assume X = D. n+m with the log 
structure given by the divisor which is the complement of (D..*)n X D._m. 
Assume that we are given a VPH (1iz, F, ( , )) on Xtriv = (D..*)n x 
D..m. We show that it extends to a VPLH on X. As is explained in 
2.7, (1iz, ( , )) is extended to X 1og and we have an Ox-module M on 
Xket· We may assume that the local monodromies of (1iz, F, ( , )) are 
unipotent. Let 

U = the upper half plane = {x + yi; x, y E IR, y > 0}, 

U={x+yi; xEIR, O<y~oo}. 

Then we have a commutative diagram 

fJ" X D._m -----' un X D._m 

~ 1 
(Z\U)n X D._m ____....) (Z\U)n X D._m 

(1) ~ (2) l ~ 
D._n+m (D..*)n X D._m 

where Z\ * ( * = U, U) means the quotient by the action z f-+ z + 
n (n E Z) of the group Z, (2) is the isomorphism induced by U -----t 

D.*; z f-+ exp(211"iz), and (1) is the unique continuous extension of (2). 
The group 11"1 (X10g) ~ 11"1 (Xtriv) ~ zn acts on the stalks of 1iz, and 
since 11"1 (X10g) is commutative, we have a unique action of 1!"1 (X10g) on 
1iz which induces the original action of 1!"1 (X10g) on each stalk of 1iz. 
Let 'Yj E 11"1((D..*)n X D._m) (1 ~ j ~ n) be the loop in the j-th D.* 
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around 0 in the clockwise direction, and let N1 be the logarithm of the 
action of "/j on Hz which is unipotent. It can be shown easily that the 
inverse image of M on un X 6. m is equal to 0 X @z exp(l::?=l Zj Nj )Hz 

in the inverse image of o~g @z Hz on un X 6. m' where Zj denotes the 
coordinate function of the j-th U, and regarding z1 as (2ni)- 1 times a 
logarithm of the coordinate function of the j-th 6., we regard z1 as a 
global section of the inverse image of O~g on Un X 6_ m. 

Since un X 6. m is contractible, the inverse image of Hz on un X 6. m 
is a constant sheaf. By regarding the inverse image of He on rf'" x 6. m as 
a constant «::-vector space, let D be the set of all descending filtrations 
(jP)pEZ on this «::-vector space and let D be the subset of D consisting 
of (jP)pEZ for which (Hz, j, (, )) is a PH of weight w (Dis a classifying 
space of polarized Hodge structures of Griffiths). Let 

¢: un X 6_ffi---+ D 

be the map defined by the filtration F. Then by Schmid [26, Section 4], 
the map 

n 

un X 6.m---+ D; (z,w) f.--> exp(- "f:.zjNj)J(z,w) 
j=l 

descends to a holomorphic map 1j; : ( 6. *) n x 6. m ---+ D and furthermore 
1j; extends to a holomorphic map 6. n+m ---+ D. This implies that the 
filtration exp(- L:?=l zjNj)F on the inverse image of Ox,riv @z Hz on 

un X 6.m extends to a filtration F' of Ox @z Hz on un X 6_m by Ox
submodules which are locally direct summands of Ox @z Hz, and that 
there is a filtration (MP)pEZ of M by Ox-submodules such that the 
inverse image of MP on un X 6.m is equal to exp(l::?=l ZjNj)F'. These 
MP are locally direct summands of M. We show that (Hz, M, ( , )) 
satisfies the condition (1) (2) of VPLH. The Griffiths transversality (2) 
is checked on Xtriv· For (1), it is enough to check this at 0 E 6_n+m. 
Let a E Xlog lie over 0 E 6_n+m, lets E sp(a), let b be a lifting of a to 

Un X 6.m, and let s(zj) E ([be the image of Zj E O~gb = O~ga by s. 

Then the filtration of M(s) is identified with exp(2::?~ 1 s(zj)Nj)'lj;(O). 
Since 

n 

en ---+ D; (zj h::;j:=;n f.--> exp(2:_ ZjNj )1/J(O) 
j=l 

is a nilpotent orbit ([26, 4.12], [3, 1.15]), the condition (1) of VPLH is 
satisfied. 
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2.9. We prove Proposition 2.5 in general. We may assume that X is an 
open subspace of the toric variety (Spec qs])an where Sis a torsion free 
fs monoid and the log structure of X is given by the divisor which is the 
complement of Xn(SpecC[Sgp])an. Here Sgp is the group {ts-1 ; t, s E 

S} associated to S. 
We recall some facts about toric geometry ([22]). Let Q>o = {a E 

Q ; a 2': 0} regarded as an additive monoid. For a finitely generated 
Q-cone CJ in Hom (S, Q:;:.o) (i.e., a subset of Hom (S, Q:;:.o) having the 
form {a1h1 + · · · + arhr ; aj E Q:;:.o} for some elements h1, ... , hr 
of Hom (S, Q:;:.o) ), we have a log smooth fs log analytic space Xu = 

X X (SpeciC[s])an (Spec C[Su ])an where Su = { t E Sgp ; h( t) 2': 0 for all h E 

CJ }. The canonical morphism fu: Xu --t X induces an isomorphism 
Xu Xx Xtriv ~ Xtriv· If A is a finite polyhedral cone decomposition of 
Hom (S, Q:;:.o), we have a log smooth fs log analytic space X;. = UuoXu 
(open covering) with a proper surjective map J>.: X;. --t X which in

duces X;. xx Xtriv ~ Xtriv· If X is a subdivision of A, we have a 
unique morphism X;., __,X;. over X. 

We endow Xu and X;. with the log structures corresponding to the 
divisors which are the complements of Xtriv· 

Assume that we are given a VPH (Hz, F, ( , )) on Xtriv· 

Claim 2.9.1. If CJ is a simplicial Q-cone (that is, CJ is a Q-cone gen
erated by dim(CJ) elements}, (Hz, F, ( , )) extends to a VPLH on Xu. 

In fact, there is a finite Galois Kummer log etale covering X~ of Xu 
such that X~ is smooth and such that the reduced part of the comple
ment of the inverse image of Xtriv in X~ is a normal crossing divisor. By 
2.8, (Hz, F, ( , )) extends to a VPLH on X~, and by Galois descent, 
we see that (Hz, F, (, )) extends to a VPLH on Xu. 

As in 2.7, we can extend (Hz, ( , )) to X 10g and we have the 
Ox-module M on Xket· Let D(M) --t X be the space classifying 
descending filtrations (:FP)pEZ on M such that all :FP are locally direct 
summands of M. (D(M) is a (finite disjoint union of) flag manifold 
bundle(s) over X.) By 2.9.1, for a simplicial Q-cone in Hom (S, Q>o), 
the Hodge filtration of the extension of (Hz, F, ( , )) to Xu defin~s a 
morphism fLu: Xu --t D(M) over X. Take ,\ E A such that for any 
(J E A, Su ~ Nn X zm for some m, n 2': 0 (such ,\ exists by [22] I, 
Theorem 11). Let J.L>.: X;, --t D(M) be the union of fLu (CJ E .X). 

Claim 2.9.2. J.L>. descends to a section X__, D(M) of D(M). 

If we prove 2.9.2, we have a filtration (MP)pEZ on M extending F 
on Xtriv such that MP are locally direct summands of M. We can then 
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prove that with this filtration of M, (1i71., M, ( , )) is a VPLH on X. 
In fact, Griffiths transversality is checked on Xtriv, and the condition (1) 
of VPLH follows from the nilpotent orbit theorem of Schmid [26, 4.12] 
applied to the manifold X>-.. 

We prove 2.9.2. It is sufficient to show that J-L>-.(Y) = J-L>-.(z) for any 
y, z E X>-. whose images in X coincide. Fix x E X and let X>-.(x) = 
J;: 1 (x) C X>-.. Let 

Sx ={a E Sgp ; a E Ox,x}, 

Sy ={a E Sgp; a E Ox.x,y} for y E X>-.(x). 

Then 

For p = x or for p E X>-.(x), let C(p) =Hom (SP, Q~0 ) and regard C(p) 
as a Q-cone in Hom (SgP, Q). Then for y E X>-.(x), C(y) C C(x) and the 
interior {hE C(y); Ker(h: Sy--> Q~0 ) = (Sy)x} ofC(y) is contained 
in the interior of C(x). 

To prove J-L>-.(y!) = J-L>-.(Y2) for any Yl, Y2 E X>-.(x), it is sufficient 
to consider the case C(yl) is a face of C(y2 ) (this is because any two 
points of X>-. ( x) are connected by a chain of this relation). Let h1 be 
an element of the interior of C(y!). Since h 1 belongs to the topological 
closure of the interior of C(y2 ), by taking a point h2 of the interior of 
C(y2 ) which is sufficiently near to h1 , we can find a simplicial Q-cone a
in C(x) such that both h1 and h2 are contained in the interior of a- and 
such that dim(a-) = dim(C(x)). Fix such h1 , h2 and a-. 

Take a finite polyhedral cone decomposition >..' of a- such that the 
corresponding proper birational X>-.' --> Xa has a morphism X>-.' --> 

X>-. over X. The composite maps XN --> Xa ~ D(M) and XN --> 

X>-. ~ D(M) coincide because they coincide on Xtriv· Hence it is 
sufficient to show that there are elements yj of XN for j = 1, 2 such 
that the image of yj in X>-. is Yj for j = 1, 2 and such that the images 
of yj in Xa coincide. 

For j = 1, 2, let Kj = Ker (hj: Sgp --> Q). Then Kj =:> (Syj y. 
Extend the homomorphism (SyJX --?ex; f f--.* f(yj) to a homomor
phism Sj: Kj --?ex. For j = 1, 2, take rJj EX such that hj E rJj and 
let yj be the point of Xaj C (SpecC[Saj])an characterized by the follow
ing property. For t E Sa j , t(yj) = s j ( t) if t E Kj and t (yj) = 0 otherwise. 
Then the image of yj in Xx coincides with Yi· By dim( a-)= dim(C(x)), 
we have (Sa) x = ( Sx) x , and we have Kj n Sa = (Sa) x since hj is in 
the interior of a-. Hence for j = 1, 2 and for t E Sa, t(yj) = t(x) if 
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t E (Sa) x and t(yj) = 0 otherwise. Hence the images of Yi and y~ in X a 
coincide. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.5. 

The following proposition is useful in the proof of Theorem 2.6 and 
also in other places in this paper. 

Proposition 2.10 (Cf. [11], 3.8.2). Let X be a log smooth fs log an
alytic space, and let f: Z ------> X be a blowing up along log structure. 
Then 

Proof. It is easy to see that the equality Xtriv = Ztriv induces the 
bijection between the set of functions of log growth on X and that for 
Z. On the other hand, w1 = Oz ®ox wi- since f is log etale. These 
imply the desired equality. Q.E.D. 

2.11. By 2.10, we can reduce the proof of Theorem 2.6 to the case where 
X is a manifold and the log structure of X is given by a divisor with 
normal crossings. 

Lemma 2.12. Let X be a log smooth fs log analytic space and let 
f E f(X,Ax). Assume that f does not have zero on Xtriv and that the 
function 7 on Xtriv is of log growth on X. Then 7 E f(X,Ax). 

Proof. We may assume that X is an open subspace of (SpecC[S])an 
for a torsion free fs monoid S and the log structure is given by the divisor 
which is the complement of Xn(SpecC[Sgp])an. Let (tj)jEJ be a Z-basis 
of sgp and let 

Then 2.12 is reduced to 

Claim 2.12.1. For any fh, ... , 8k E e, 81 · · · 8k(7) is contained in 

the ring generated over Z by { 7, 81 · · · 81(!) ; l ~ 0, 81, ... , 81 E 8}. 

This 2.12.1 is deduced from 8(7) = f- 28(!) (8 E 8) by induction 
on k. 

2.13. We prove Theorem 2.6. 
Assume that X is a complex manifold and the log structure of X 

is given by a divisor with normal crossings. Let ('liz, M, ( , )) be a 
VPLH on X. We may assume that the local monodromies of 7i<Q are 
unipotent. 
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It is sufficient to show that the map 

Ax 0ox MP E9 Ax 0ox Mw+ 1-p -----+Ax 0ox M; (!,g) f---+ f + g 

is an isomorphism for any p E Z. Locally on X, take an Ox-basis 
(ej)j of MP, an Ox-basis (e~)k of Mw+ 1-P, and an Ox-basis (en! of 
M, and let r.p be the matrix which expresses the pair ((ej)j, (e~)k) by 
(ef')!. Then det(r.p) E Ax and det(r.p) does not have zero on Xtriv· It is 
sufficient to prove det(r.p)- 1 E Ax. By 2.12, it is enough to show that 
det(r.p)- 1 is of log growth. Hence it is enough to prove 

Claim 2.13.1. For p, q E Z such that p + q = w, the projector 

cx.riv 0z 1iz -----+ (p, q)-part 

of the Hodge decomposition on Xtriv is of log growth on X, that is, 
in j*CX.riv 0ox £ndox (M) (j denotes the inclusion j: Xtriv -----+ X), 
the projector belongs to A' 0ox £ndox (M) where A' is the subsheaf of 
j*CX.riv consisting of functions of log growth. 

In the following proof of 2.13.1, we use the arguments in section 5 
of [3] which were used for the estimate of the Hodge metric of a degen
erating VPH ([3, Theorem 5.21], [15]). 

We may assume X = D. n+m and the log structure of X is given by 
the divisor which is the complement of (D.*)n x D.m. As in [3], for a 
subset I of { 1, ... , n} containing n, and for K > 1, let 

(lR>o = {r E lR; r > 0}) be as follows. Write I= {ia ; 1 ::::; a::::; r}, 
ia < i(3 if a < {3. Let 

(lR;o)k = {y = (Yj )j E lR;o ; Yi"' /Yia+1 > K (1 ::::; a ::::; r, Yir+l means 

1), K- 1 ::::; Yi/Yi"' ::::; K for any a (1 ::::; a::::; r) and 

j such that ia-1 < j < ia (io means 0)}, 

((D.*t)k = {(tj)j E (D.*)n; (-(27r)- 1 logltilh~j~n E (lR;o)k}· 

Then, when u ranges over all permutations on the set {1, ... , n} and I 
ranges over all subsets of {1, ... , n} containing n, the union 
Uu,ru((D.*)n)k contains a set of the form V n (D.*)n for some neigh
borhood V of 0 in D.n ([3, 5.7]). Hence Claim 2.13.1 is reduced to 

Claim 2.13.2. Fix a subset I of {1, ... , n} containing n. Then if 
K > 1 is sufficiently large, the projectors of the Hodge decomposition 
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on Xtriv are of log growth at 0 E .6. n+m when they are restricted to 
((.6-*)n)k X _6.=. 

We prove a more precise 

Claim 2.13.3. Fix a subset I of {1, ... , n} containing n. ForK > 1, 
let Bk be the subring of (j*CX.r;Jo consisting of elements which are 
bounded on V n (((.6. *)n)k x ,6.=) for some open neighborhood V ofO in 
.6. n+m. Then, if K > 1 is sufficiently large, the projectors of the Hodge 
decomposition on Xtriv are contained in the subring 

of 

(j*CX..;Jo ®ox,o Endox,o(Mo) 

where YJ are defined by Zj = Xj + iyj with Xj, YJ real. 

(Iftj denotes the coordinate function of the j-th .6., YJ = -(27r)-1 log 
(itj I) and it is oflog growth.) 

Let D, D, (Njh~j~n· ¢: un X _6.Tn ---t D and '¢: _6.n+m ---t D 
be as in 2.8. By regarding the inverse image of 1irrt on un X .6. 7n as 
a constant finite dimensional IR-vector space, let Grrt be the group of 
all automorphisms of this IR-vector space preserving ( , ). Let I' := 
{1, ... ,n}-I. Let 

S = {(u,w); u = (uj)jEI', Uj E IR>o, wE .6.=}. 

For ( u, w) E S, the pair 

yields a nilpotent orbit, and hence by the theory of S£(2)-orbits ([3]), 
this pair defines a homomorphism 

Pu,w : S£(2, !Rr ---t Grrt 

of algebraic groups over R This homomorphism Pu,w depends real an
alytically on (u,w) E S. For a 1 , ... ,arE IR>0 , let 

t( a1, ... , ar) = ( ( ~1 0) (ar a\ , ... ' 0 1)) E SL(2,1Rr. 
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By [3, Proposition 5.10], there exists K 0 > 1 such that for any K > K0 , 

we can find a compact set C of D and a neighborhood V of 0 in ~ n+m 
such that 

n 

Pu(y),w(t(y:;- 112 , ... ,yz112 ))exp(- LxiNi);f;(z,w) E C 
j=1 

for all (z, w) E unx~m such that (exp(27riz), w) E Vn(((~*)n)~ x~m), 
where Zj = Xj + iyj with Xj, Yi real and u(y) = (Yi/Yi.,)jEI' , ia-1 < 
j < i 0 • This proves 2.13.3. 

Example 2.14. We describe an example of the log coo Hodge de
composition, for the VPLH arising from a family f: E --4 ~ of elliptic 
curves on ~ * degenerating at 0 E ~- Let 

E = {(u,v) E e2 ; luvl < 1}/"' 

where rv is the equivalence relation defined as follows: ( u, v) rv ( u'' v') if 
and only if either one of the following (1) (2) is satisfied. 
(1) uv = u'v' =f. 0 and if we denote uv (= u'v') by t, u' = utn and 
v' = vt-n for some n E Z. 
(2) (u,v) = (c,O) and (u',v') = (0,1/c) for some c E ex, or (u,v) = 
( 0, 1/ c) and ( u', v') = ( c, 0) for some c E ex , or ( u, v) = ( u', v'). 

Then E is a complex manifold. Let f: E --4 ~ be the holomor
phic map (u,v) 1----t uv. Then fortE~*, f-1(t) is identified with the 
elliptic curve ex j{L where we identify the coordinate u onE with the 
coordinate of ex' and f-1(0) is identified with the singular space ob
tained from IP'1(C) by identifying 0 and oo. We endow ~ with the log 
structure corresponding to the divisor {0}, and E with the log structure 
corresponding to the divisor f-1(0) with normal crossings. 

The family of H1 of the elliptic curves ex jtZ forms a VPH on ~ * 
and this VPH is extended to a VPLH ('Hz, M, (, )) on~' where 

1iz = R1 J!ogz, M = R 1 f*(wi:;a), MP = R 1 f*(w~]~J 

and (, ) is explained later. The sheaf 'Hz is a locally constant sheaf which 
is described as follows. Let U --4 ~Jog --4 ~ be as in 2.8. The pull 
back of the family E- f-1(0) --4 ~ * to U is identified with the family 
{ej(Zz + Z)}zEU of elliptic curves (we identify ej(Zz+ Z) with ex ftz, 
where t = exp(27riz), by exp(27ri-)) and H1(ej(Zz+Z),Z) is identified 
with Zz + Z. Hence 1iz = R1 J!ogz is identified with the local system 
1iomz(Zz + Z, Z) where z is regarded as a local section (27ri)-1 log(t) of 
0~ (t denotes here the coordinate function of~) and the inverse image 
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of 1iz on U is identified with the constant sheaf Hom z (Zz + Z, Z) where 
z is regarded here as a global section of the inverse image of O~g on U. 
Let (ej)j=1,2 be the Z-basis ofHomz(Zz+Z,Z) where e1 sends z to 1 
and 1 to 0, and e2 sends z to 0 and 1 to 1. Then 

The Q-bilinear form ( , ) : 1irQ x 1iQ ---+ Q is the unique anti-symmetric 
form satisfying (e2, e1) = 1. 

Next, M is a free 0LJ.-module of rank 2 with basis (e1,w) where 

w = dlog(u) = -dlog(v) E r(~, f*w1;LJ.), 

and the filtration of M is described as 

On U, we have 

MP = M for p ~ 0, MP = 0 for p ~ 2, 

M 1 = f*w1;LJ. = 0~ · w. 

2.14.1. w = 27rizel + 27rie2. 
In fact, the pull back of w to each elliptic curve Cj(Zz + Z) for z E U is 
27rids where sis the coordinate of C, and 2.14.1 follows from J; 27rids = 
27riz and J0

1 27rids = 27ri. 
Now the log coo Hodge decomposition 

is described as follows: M~/ is a free ALJ.-module of rank 1 with basis 
w, M~1 is a free ALJ.-module of rank 1 with basis 

2.14.2. w = -27rize1 - 27rie2. 

The relation with the basis (e1, w) of Ax ®ox M is given by 

w = -w + 2log(ltl)et, 

e1 = ~ log(ltl)-1w + ~ log(ltl)-1w, 

as is seen from 2.14.1 and 2.14.2. Note that log(ltl) and log(ltl)-1 are 
log C 00-functions on ~' but not C 00-functions on ~- This tells that 
C 00-functions are not enough to obtain the Hodge decomposition in the 
situation of degeneration. 
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§3. Log 8-Poincare lemma 

The purpose of this section is to prove 

Theorem 3.1. Let X be an fs log analytic space which is log smooth 
over C. Then we have an exact sequence on Xket 

A {j A0,1 {j A0,2 0 --+ Ox --+ x --+ x --+ x --+ · · · , 

where 8: A~q --+ A~q+1 is the map induced by d: A'k --+ A'k+1 . 

(The non-ket version of this is also true.) 

When X is a complex manifold whose log structure is given by a 
divisor with normal crossings, the non-ket version of this theorem is a 
case of Proposition (2.2.4) in [12]. The part after 3.3 of this section is 
essentially included in [12] section 2. See also [10]. 

3.2. To prove 3.1, first we show that we may assume X= D,n+m with the 
log structure given by the complement of (b.*) n X b. m. In fact, locally 
on X, take a blowing up f : Z --+ X along log structure such that Z is 
a complex manifold and the complement of Xtriv in Z is a divisor with 
normal crossings. If Theorem 3.1 is true for Z, then by Rf*Oz = Ox 
([22] I, Corollary 1 c) to Theorem 12, GAGA ([8] XII Theoreme 4.2), 
and 1.7), Rf*Az =Ax (1.5, 1.7, and 2.10), and Ajfq = Az ®Ax A)t 
(log etaleness of f), Theorem 3.1 is true for X. Hence we may assume 
that X = b. n+m with the log structure as above. 

3.3. We fix notation concerning b. n+m. 

For 1 :::; j :::; n + m, let tj be the j-th coordinate function of D,n+m. 

For 1 :::; j :::; n, let 

Tj=ltjl, Uj=tjjTj 

(uj is defined on (b.*)n x b.m). Let 

Then for 1 :::; j :::; n, 

- - 8 
8 =t ·-

J J 8tj 

- 8 
8·=-

J at. 
J 

for 1:::; j:::; n, 

for n + 1 :::; j :::; n + m. 

18 8-18 8 3.3.1. Oj = 2(rJa;:-: + Uj au ), Oj = 2(rja;:-:- Uja;;:: ). 
J J J J 

Let ID-1 = {s E IR; 0:::; s < 1}, lb.*l = {s E IR; 0 < s < 1}. 
We use the theory of Fourier expansions as in [31, Proposition 6.4]. 
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Lemma 3.4. ( 1) Via the Fourier expansion 

n 

f = I: ft · II u~(j), 
lEZn j=l 

a C 00 -function f on (~ *)n X ~ m corresponds bijectively to a family 
Ut)lEZn of c=-functions on I~ *In X ~ m satisfying the following condi
tion 3.4.1. 

3.4.1. For each v E l~*ln X ~m and each a E Nn, there exists C > 0 
such that 

n 

(II ll(j)la(j)) ·lft(v)l :":: C 
j=l 

for any l E zn. 
(2) Endow ~n+m with the log structure as in 3.2. Then, in the corre
spondence in (1), f is a log c=-function on ~n+m if and only if the 
family (ft)lEZn satisfies the following condition 3.4.2. 

3.4.2. For each a, b E Nn, each c, d E Nm and each compact subset K 
of l~ln X ~m, there exists C > 0 and hE Nn such that 

dJ ll(j)la(j)). dJ (ri 8~. )b(j))(IT 8~~ja~~j)(ft)(r, z) 
j=l j=l J j=l 

n 

:":: C ·II llog{rj)lh(j) 
j=l 

for any l E zn and any (r, z) E K n (l~*ln X ~m). 

Proof. As is well known in the theory of Fourier expansions, a c=
function on (§1 )n corresponds bijectively to a rapidly decreasing function 
on zn. (1) follows from this. (2) is deduced from the relation 3.3.1 of 

- a a · Oj, Oj and rja:r-:, Uj au· (1 :":: J :":: n). Q.E.D. 
J J 

3.5. We prove that if f is a log c=-function on ~n+m with the log 
structure as in 3.2 and if 8(!) = 0, then f is a holomorphic function on 

~n+m. Let f = 2::1 ft · TI7=l u~(j) be the Fourier expansion of f. Then 

by lJj(f) = 0 for 1 :":: j :":: n + m and by 3.3.1, we have for each l E zn 
8 

rj or. Ut) -l(J)ft = o 
J 

for 1 :":: j :":: n, 

ajUt) = o for n + 1 ::=; j :::; n + m. 
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This shows 
n 

!l(r, z) =(IT r~(j)) · h1(z) 
j=l 

where h1(z) (z = (tj)n+1:5j:5n+m) is a holomorphic function in z E .0..m. 
The log growth of f shows the log growth of f1 for each l E zn, and this 
shows h1 = 0 unless l(j) 2: 0 for all 1 :::; j :::; n. Hence 

n 

t = 2: (II t~(j)). h1(z). 
IENn j=l 

This and 3.4 (1) show that f is a holomorphic function on .0,.n+m. 

3.6. By 3.5, for the proof of Theorem 3.1 for X = .0,.n+m with the log 
structure as in 3.2, it remains to prove 1iq(A~·) = 0 for q 2: 1. As in 
the argument of the proof of the classical 8-Poincare lemma ( cf [7, p. 
25]), this is reduced to proving the following 3.6.1. 

3.6.1. Let 1 :::; k :::; n + m and letS be a subset of{1, ... , n + m} which 
does not contain k. Let f be a log C 00 -function on .0,.n+m and assume 
8j (f) = 0 for j E S. Then locally on .0.. n+m, there exists a log C 00 -

function g satisfying 

We prove 3.6.1 in the case 1 :::; k:::; n (resp. n + 1 :::; k:::; n + m) in 3.7 
(resp. 3.9). 

3.7. First assume 1 :::; k :::; n. Let f = 2:::1 !1 • I17=1 u~(j) be the Fourier 
expansion off. For each l E zn' define a coo-function g J,l on 1.0.. *In X .0.. m 

as follows. Fix a positive number A< 1. Let e = l(k), and define 

where B = A in the case e 2: 0 and B = 0 in the case e < 0. We 
estimate gf,l· Let a E Nn, let K be a compact subset of 1.0..1n x .0..m, and 
by putting b = 0 E Nn and c = d = 0 E Nm in 3.4 (2), let C > 0 and 
hE Nn be as in 3.4 (2) for the family (!1)1. Then by lemma 3.8 below, 
for any l E zn and any (r, z) E K n (l.0..*ln X .0..m), 

n 

j=l 

n 

j=l 
j# 
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n 
l(j) 

9! = 2:: 9J,l . II uj 

lEZn j=l 

if e = 0, 

if e < 0. 

is a C 00-function on (b.*)n X Llm and is of log growth on b,n+m. We 
can check easily 

3.7.1. Eh(g1) = J, 

3.7.2. D(gj) = 9D(f) 
c D _ 11n+m »a(j)Y:!b(j) 
10r - j=l uj uj 

for any a, b E Nn+m. 

By 3.7.2, we have BJ(9J) = 0 for j E S. Furthermore, by 3.7.2, what 
we have proved concerning the log growth of g f shows that g f is a log 
c=-function. 

Lemma 3.8. Let e, h E Z, h ~ 0 and let B, x E JR., 0 < x < 1. 
Assume 0 < B < 1 in the case e ~ 0, and B = 0 in the case e < 0. 
Then 

is equal to 

h!l · (log(x)h+l -log(B)h+l) if e = 0, 

- '\'h hl. ei-h-1 log(x)i ife < 0. 
L...n=O ,) 

3.9. We prove the case n + 1 :::; k:::; n + m of 3.6.1 by the method in [7]. 
Fix v = (vj)j E b,n+m. Take a positive number E such that lvJI + E < 1 
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for 1 ::::; j::::; n + m and lvkl + 3E < 1. Let 

U = { w E 6. n+rn ; lwj - Vj I < E for 1 ::::; j ::::; n + m }, 

K = { w E 6. n+rn ; lwj - Vj I ::::; E if 1 ::::; j ::::; n + m and j -1- k, 

lwk- vkl::::; 3E}, 

M = {z E 6. ; lz- vkl ::::; E}, 

N = {(r, u) ; r E JR, u E C, 0::::; r::::; 2E, lui= 1}. 

We define a c=-function 9! on u n ((6-*)n X 6-rn) by 

Since 

(z- wk)-1dz 1\ az = -2u-2 dr 1\ du, 

where r = lz- wkl, u = (z- wk)/r, and since 

M C {wk + ru; (r, u) EN}, 

we see that the integral defining 9! converges, 9! is a C 00-function on 
U n ((6. *)n X 6. rn), and 

3.9.1. 

I9J( w )I ::::; ]:_ r If( WI, ... ' Wk-1, Wk + ru, Wk+l, ... 'Wn+rn)l . ldr 1\ dul. 
7r JN 

It is checked easily that f f--+ 9! satisfies 3.7.1 and 3.7.2. By 3.7.2, 
8j(9J) = 0 for j E S. By 3.7.2, to show that 9! is a log c=-function 
on U, it is sufficient to prove that 9! is of log growth on U. Since K is 
compact and f is of log growth, there are C > 0 and h E Nn such that 

n 

lf(w)l::::; C ·II llog(lwjl)lh(j) 
j=l 

for any wE K n ((6. *)n x 6-m). By 

{(wl, ... ,Wk-l,wk+ru,wk+l,···,wn+m); wEU, (r, u)EN}cK, 

and by 3.9.1, 
n 

I9J(w)l ::::; 4EC ·II llog(lwjl)lh(j) 
j=l 

for any w E U n ( (6. *)n X 6. m). This shows that 9! is of log growth on 
u. 
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§4. Relative log Poincare lemma 

Here everything is in the ket sense except in the latter part of 4.4. 
Let X, Y be fs log analytic spaces which are log smooth over C, 

and let f: X -----+ Y be a log smooth morphism. Let A 1-;y be the 
P I 

cokernel of Ax ®AvA} -----+ A1:-, A~IY := 1\AxAkiY' and A~;o: := 

o~g ®r-l(Ox) T- 1 (A~IY) for each p ~ 0. 

Theorem 4.1. Let f: X -----+ Y be a log smooth morphism of log 
smooth fs log analytic spaces. Let x be a point of x!og. Assume that 
f is exact at T(x). Then the stalk at x of 

0 (flog)-l(Alog) Alog A1,log A2,log ... 
-----+ y -----+ X -----+ X I y -----+ X I y -----+ 

is exact. 

For the proof we use; 

Proposition 4.2. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 4.1, let 
y = f!og(x) E ylog. Assume that the cokernel of M:r;(y/O~,r(y) -----+ 

Mf'.rcx/O~,r(x) is torsion free. Then the followings hold. 
(1) There exists an open neighborhood U0 of T(y) having the following 
property: For any open neighborhood W of x, there is a continuous map 
s: u := u6og-----+ xiog satisfying the following 4.2.1-4.2.4. 

4.2.1. j 10go s = idu. 

4.2.2. s(y) E W 

4.2.3. s(Utriv) c Xtriv. 

4.2.4. For any open set V of X, U1 of U0 such that s(Uiog) c V 1og, and 
for any g E r(V,Ax), gos belongs to r(U1,Ay). 

(2) Iff is vertical, s can be chosen to satisfy s(y) = x. 

4.3. We prove Proposition 4.2. We may assume the following: X = 
Spec ( C[T] )an, Y = Spec ( qsnan for fs monoids S, T such that S c T, 
SgPnT = s, sx = {1}, TX = {1}, Tgp /Sgp is torsion free, X E xlog lies 
over the origin of X, and f: X -----+ Y is the natural projection so that 
y E yiog lies over the origin of Y. It is enough to prove the following 
claim on monoids. 

In the rest of this subsection, for U = S or T, we denote by IUv I 
the topological space Hom (U, ll~g01t). By a log c=-function on an open 
U of IUv I, we mean a c=-function g: U n Hom (U, lR >O) -----+ C having 
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the following property: If (tj )I~j~n is a basis of Ugp, for any ai E N 

(1 :S j :S n), f1 (tj · 8~j) aj (g) is of log growth on U (cf. 1.1). 
J 

Claim. For S C T as above, let x (resp. y) be the origin of lTv I (resp. 
ISvl). Then for any open neighborhood W of x, there is a continuous 
maps: ISvl _____.. ITvl satisfying the following 4.2.1'-4.2.4'. 

4.2.1~ fa s = id, where f is the canonical map lTv I _____.. ISvl. 
4.2.2~ s(y) E W. 
4.2.3~ s(Hom(S,lR>o)) C Hom(T,JR>0 ). 

4.2.4~ For any open set v of lTV I and for any log C 00-function g on 
V, go sis a log C 00-function on s-1 (V). 

Further, if S _____.. Tis dominating (i.e., any t E T divides an element 
of S), 4.2.2' can be replaced by s(y) = x. 

In the rest of this subsection, we prove this claim. By induction on 
rank(Tgp)- rank(SgP), we may assume that rank(TgP) = rank(SgP) + 1. 
Fix an embedding T c S~P EB Q which sends each s ESc T to (s, 0). 
Takeafinitefamily ((a.\, e(A)))>-EA (a.\ E S~P, e(A) E {±1}) of elements 
of T'G?_o := T @N «Jl~o c s~P EB Q which together with s generates T'G?_o 0 

Let 
A+= {A E A, e(A) = 1}, A_= {A E A, e(A) = -1}. 

Then the exactness S = T n Sgp implies the following 4.3.1. 

4.3.1. If (a, 1) and (a', -1) belong to T'G>o, then aa' E S'G>o. 
The condition "dominating" implies- -

4.3.2. A+ -=/= 0 and A_ -=/= 0. 
In the followings, for U =SorT, we identify each element of IUvl 

with its natural extension in Hom (U @N JR~~d, JR~01t). We will define 
s(h) for each hE ISvl. - -

In the non-dominating case, define s(h) as follows. We may assume 
that S-=/= {1}. We have A= A+ or A= A_. So assume A= A+. Take 
an element b of s such that a,\b belongs to the interior of s'G>o for any 
A E A, and define a homomorphism 8: T _____.. S'G>o by sending-(a>., 1) to 
a.\b. Define s(h) =hoB. -

Now we assume that S _____..Tis dominating, that is, A+ and A_ are 
non-empty sets. Let I:= A+ X A_. By 4.3.1, we have Si := aAaJ-L E s'G>o 
for any i = (A,p,) E J. -

In the case h(si) = 0 for any i E J, define s(h) to be the unique 
homomorphism T _____.. JR~ 0 which coincides on S with h and which sends 
(a>., e(A)) to 0 for all A EA. (It is easy to see that such homomorphism 
exists.) 
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Before defining s(h) for h E V := {h E ISvl ; h(si) i= 0 for some 
i E I}, we choose a partition of unity on V, which is subordinate to 
the covering (Ui)iEI as follows. Here ui := {h ; 3h(si) > h(sj) for any 
j E I}. Take a c=-function X on IR.~o such that x(t) = 0 fort~ 2 and 
x(t) + x(C 1 ) = 1 for all t > 0. For any i,j E I, let 'Pij := x(si 1sj), 
which is defined on {h; h(si) i= 0}, and 'Pi:= fiJ#i'Pij· Then {r.pi}iEI 
is the desired partition of unity. Note that each 'Pi is log c= in the 
sense explained before the above claim. Now let c := fiiEI sf', a+ := 

Tii=(.A,JL)EI af'' and a_ := ni=(A,JL)EI a~i. Then c(h) = h(a+a-) i= 0 
for any hE V. LethE V. Define s(h) to be the unique homomorphism 
T----+ IR.>o which coincides on S with hand which sends (a.x, 1) (>. E A+) 
to h(a.xa=) · c- 112, and (aiL, -1) (p, E A_) to h(a+aJL) · c 112. (It is easy 
to see that such homomorphism exists.) 

Thus we have defined a map s. It is easy to see that sis continuous 
and has the desired properties. 

4.4. We prove Theorem 4.1. The proof is essentially the same as the proof 
of the classical Poincare lemma. We may assume that the following: 
X= Spec (C[TWn X c7, y =Spec (qsnan X C8 for fs monoids s, T 
such that S c T, Sgp n T = S, sx = {1}, yx = {1} and finite sets 
s c T, X E xlog lies over the origin of X and f: X ----+ y is the natural 
projection so that y = flog(x) E ylog lies over the origin of Y. We will 

prove the exactness at A~~o;,x, p ~ 0. 
First we reduce to the case where the relative dimension d := dim X 

-dim Y is one by the standard induction argument ( cf. [7] p.25) as 
follows: Supposing that the statement is valid for the case of the relative 
dimension< d, we will prove the case where it is d. We will assume that 
S i= T; the other case is similar. Let w E A~~o;,x such that dw = 0. 

We will prove that w comes from A~ji::g (resp. A~,~) for p ~ 1 (resp. 

p = 0). Take an fs monoid S' C T such that S C S' = S'gp n T and 
such that rank(S')gp = rank(S)gp + 1 and an element t E S' such that 
t tt sgp @ Ql. Denote Spec (C[S'Wn X C8 by Y' and the image of X 

in Y' by y'. Since the image of w in A~~o;, ,x is closed, the induction 
hypothesis implies that we may assume that the image is zero if p ~ 1; 

w lies in A~~,y' if p = 0. Hence the case p = 0 follows. In the case where 

p ~ 1, we can write was w0dlogt + w1dlogf (wi E A~ji::g, i = 0, 1). 

Similarly we may assume that the image of wi in A~ji~~! is zero (i = 0, 

1) if p ~ 2; wi lies in A~~,y' (i = 0, 1) if p = 1. Thus the case p = 1 

follows. If p ~ 2, we can write w = w2dlogt A dlogf (w2 E A~~~::g). 
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Then the similar argument shows that w is exact (p ;::: 3) or lies in 

A~~~~,x (p = 2). Thus we may assume that d = 1 and 0 ~ p ~ 2. 
Further we may assume that the cokernel of Sgp ~ Tgp is torsion 

free and it is enough to prove the non-ket version of the statement. In 
the foll~wing we will assume that S :1- T; the proof for the other case 
where S :f- Tis similar and simpler. Let w E A)(~0:,x with dw = 0 and 
we will prove that w is exact (p = 1, 2) or comes from Y (p = 0). In 
the following, fix an element t E T - S and consider it as a relative 
coordinate function. 

Assume that p = 0. Take a base sl, ... 'Sr of sgp_ Then w is 
regarded as a polynomial in Ax,r(x) [h, ... , lr, l], where li = log si (1 ~ 

i ~ r) and l = logt. Write w = I:wi!···i)~1 • • ·l~r, Wi1 ···ir E Ax,r(x)[l]. 
Then dw = 0 implies dwi 1 . ··ir = 0 for the highest degree (it, ... , ir) in the 
sense of the lexicographic order. Hence the induction works when Wi1 ···ir 
comes from AY,r(y)· Thus the problem is reduced to show that dw = 0 
for wE Ax,r(x)[l] implies wE AY,r(y)· We will show this. By induction 
of the degree of l with the fact that df0 + it d log t = 0 implies it = 0 for 
any fo E Ax,r(x) and h E AY,r(y)' we may assume that w E Ax,r(x)· 
(We have that, by seeing each fiber near y, the above fact is reduced 
to another simple fact that ad log t (a E C) is not exact on an annulus 
{rei0 ; 0 ~ () ~ 2rr, R 1 < r < R2 }, R2 > R 1 ;::: 0 in the complex t-plane 
unless a = 0.) Fix a set of generators {to = t, t 1 , ... , t 8 } of T. Then 
there is a positive real number c such that w is defined and dw = 0 on the 
neighborhood X'= {x EX ; lti(x)l < c for any i = 0, ... , s} of r(x). 
By Proposition 4.2, we may assume that there exist open neighborhood 
Y' of r(y), a continuous maps: U := yliog ~ X'1og c X 1og satisfying 
4.2.1, 4.2.3, and 4.2.4 (Uo there being replaced with Y'). Then we see 
that w comes from AY,r(y) by 4.2.4. 

Next let p = 1 or 2. Let h, ... , lr, las above. Write w = I:wi1 ... iri 
l~1 •• • [~r zi' Wil···iri E A~/Y,r(x)" Then dw = 0 implies dwil···iri = 0 for 
the highest degree (in the same sense as above). Hence the induction 
works and the problem is reduced to show that w E A~/Y,r(x) with 

dw = 0 comes from A~j~,r(x)· We take the same X', Y' and s as above. 
In the following, we regard each fiber of X~riv ~ Y;riv as an annulus in 
the t-plane. Assume that p = 1. For y' E Yiriv' define 

c(y') = l w, 

where 'Y is any loop { Rei0 ; 0 ~ () ~ 2rr }, R > 0, in the fiber of 
X£riv ~ Yiriv at y' in the t-plane. Then cis a log C 00-function on Y' 
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and d(clog(t)) = cdlog(t). Replacing w with w- 2~idlog(t), we may 
assume that c = 0. For x' E X{riv which maps into Y', define 

cjJ(x') = j w, 

where 'Y is any route from s(f(x')) to x' in the fiber f- 1 (f(x')) n x~riv• 
Then we have w = d¢. To show that ¢ is log c=, we have to estimate 
the growth. It is achieved by using special routes; for example, jointed 
ones of the routes on which either u or v is constant, where u = arg(t) 
and v =log ltl. 

Assume that p = 2 and w = h( u, v )dudv. Here we take the above 
u, v as coordinates of the fiber. For x' E X{riv which maps into Y', define 

1v(x') 

H(x') = h(u, v)dv. 
v(s(f(x'))) 

Then His log c= and d( -Hdu) = h(u, v)dudv. 

§5. Consequences of the relative log Poincare lemma 

Everything is ket here. 
Let f: X -----+ Y be as in the beginning of section 4. For an 

object V of Vqniip(X), let wx;y(V) (resp. Ax;y(V)) be the complex 

i f---* w~/Y ®ox V (resp. A~/Y ®ox V) (i E Z) with the differentials 

induced by those of wX/Y (resp. Ax;Y) and the connection V -----+ 

w1:(V)-----+ wl;y(V). 
The aim of this section is to prove the following proposition. 

Proposition 5.1. Let f: X -----+ Y be a proper separated log smooth 
morphism between log smooth fs log analytic spaces. Let V be an object 
of Vqniip(X). Then for any mE Z, the canonical map 

is an isomorphism. 

Here the identity of the right hand side is by f*-acyclicity of A~/Y 

(V) (p E Z) which is deduced from Propositions 1.5 and 1. 7. 
We use the following result on the functoriality of the log Riemann

Hilbert correspondences in [14] (generalization of results of the second 
author, F. Kato, and S. Usui). 
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Theorem 5.2. Let f: X ----+ Y, V be as in the hypothesis of Propo
sition 5.1. Let L be the corresponding object to V of Lqunip(X) with 
respect to the log Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. Then for any m E Z, 
we have: 
(1) Rm f!og(L) is an object of Lqunip(Y). 
(2) Rm f*(w~;y(V)), endowed with the Gauss-Manin connection, is an 
object of Vqnilp (Y). 
(3) R'"' f!og(L) and Rm f*(w~;y(V)) are in the log Riemann-Hilbert cor
respondence. In particular, 

olog ,0., Rmflog(L) C>1. olog ,0., Rmf (w• (V)) on ylog 
y VIC * - y V0y * X/Y · 

To prove Proposition 5.1, since the problem is local on Y, we may 
assume that we have a commutative diagram 

X~ X' 

y +-
b 

Y' 
' 

where a, b are blowing ups along log structures such that f' is exact 
([14]). Further we may assume that Rf*(w~;y(V)) is bounded above. 

Lemma 5.3. On (Y')log, we have 

Proof. This is obtained by the sequence of isomorphisms 

A~r ®~y Rf*(w~;y(V)) 
~ A~r ®c Rf!og(L) 

~ A~r ®c R(f')~og(L) 

~ R(f')~og((f'Iog)-1 A~r ®c L) 

~ R(f')~og(A~~~~, 0c L) 

~ R(f')~og(A~~~~,(V)). 

Here the first isomorphism is by Theorem 5.2 (4), the second one is 
by the following Lemma 5.4, the third is by the projection formula, the 
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fourth is by log Poincare lemma Theorem 4.1 for X' -------> Y', and the 
last isomorphism is the evident one. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 5.4. (b10g)-1Rmf!og(L) ~ Rm(f')~og(L) on (Y')Iog. (The 
right hand side means Rm(f')~og((alog)-1(£)).) 

Proof. The both sides are locally constant sheaves (5.2 (1)), and 
the restrictions of them to Y;riv coincide. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 5.5. On Y', we have 

Proof. We apply Rry'* to Lemma 5.3. Proposition 1.9 implies that 

On the other hand 

Rry,*(r.h.s. of 5.3) ~ R(Tyto (!') 1og)*(A;;~~~,(V)) 

= R(f'oTx')*(A;;~~~,(V)) 

~ R(f')*(A~'/Y'(V)). 

Q.E.D. 

5.6. Now we prove Proposition 5.1 by applying Rb* to Lemma 5.5. 
Propositions 1.5, 1.7, and 2.10 imply that 

On the other hand 

Rb*(r.h.s. of 5.5) ~ R(bof')*(A~'/Y'(V)) 

= R(foa)*(A~'/Y'(V)) 

~ Rf*(A~;y(V)). 

Since Rm f*(w~;y(V)) is locally free (5.2 (2)), we obtain 5.1 by 
taking Jim. 

Remark: The authors do not know whether Ay is flat over Oy or not. 
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§6. Log Kahler metrics 

Everything is in the ket sense here except in a part of the proof of 
Proposition 6.4. 

6.1. Let X andY be log smooth fs log analytic spaces and let X---+ Y 
be a log smooth morphism. 

For p, q, mE Z, let A~fY be the image of A~q---+ A~~~' 

Ax;Y,p,q = 1iomAx (A~fY' Ax), Ax;Y,m = 1iomAx (Ax;y, Ax). 

We call Ax;Y,l the sheaf of log vector fields on X over Y. 

6.2. As is easily seen, we have a bijection between the set of Hermitian 
forms 

( , ) : Ax;Y,t,o x Ax;Y,t,o ---+ Ax 

and the set {wE r(X,A~~y); w = -w} given by 

(!,g)=(! 1\ g,w) 

where ( , ) means the natural pairing between Ax;Y,l,l and A~~y· 

6.3. By a log Hermitian metric on X over Y, we mean a Hermitian form 

( , ) : Ax;Y,t,o x Ax;Y,l,o ---+ Ax 

which is "positive definite" in the following sense: The map 

Ax;Y,l,O ---+ 1iomAx (Ax;Y,l,o, Ax) ; g t--t (! t--t (!,g)) 

is an isomorphism and the restriction of ( , ) to Xtriv is positive definite. 
By a log Kahler metric on X over Y, we mean a log Hermitian metric 
on X over Y such that the corresponding global section w of A~~Y (6.2) 
satisfies dw = 0. 

Proposition 6.4. Let f: X ---+ Y be a log smooth projective mor
phism between log smooth fs log analytic spaces, and fix an invertible 
Ox-module £ that is relatively very ample with respect to Y. Assume 
that X is a complex manifold and the log structure of X is given by a 
divisor on X with simple normal crossings having only finite number of 
irreducible components. 

Then, locally on Y, there exists a log K iihler metric on X over 
Y such that the class of the corresponding global section of A~~Y in 

1i2 (f*Ax;y) coincides with the image of the Chern class of£ under 

R2 f*Z(l) ---+ R2 f*Ax;y ~ 1i2(f*Ax;y ). 
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Proof. The log Kahler metric which we construct below is essen
tially the same as the metric which appeared in [4] and [31]. 

Forgetting the log structure of X, take an immersion from X to 
a projective bundle P over Y such that .C is isomorphic to the pull 
back of Op(l). Let w0 be the pull back of the global section of C';j~ 1 

corresponding to the (classical) Kahler metric on P relative to Y. Let 
D be the divisor on X which gives the log structure of X, and let (Dj)j 
be the set of all irreducible components of D. For each j, let /j be 
the global section of MxiO'ic corresponding to Dj, and let log(l/jl) be 
the global section of Ax I C'X defined to be the image of fi under the 
homomorphism 

log(l-1) : Mft IO'ic----+ AxiC'X. 

Here Ax is in the non-ket sense. By the exact sequence 

0 ----+ C'X ----+ A X ----+ A X I C'X ----+ 0 

and by H1 (X, C'X) = 0, there exists a global section Sj of Ax such that 
Sj = -log(lfil) mod C'X. By replacing Sj by !(sj + sj) + tj for a c=
function tj on X with sufficiently large positive values, we find Sj such 
that Sj > 0 on Xtriv· Take a positive real number C, and let 

w = wo + c · L:aa(log(sj)) 
j 

(a (resp 8) denotes the part Ap,q ----+ Ap+l,q (resp Ap,q ----+ Ap,q+1 ) 
. · X/Y X/Y . X/Y X/Y 

of d: A~jy ----+ A~~~q EBA~ji}). Then, locally on Y, if Cis sufficiently 
small, w corresponds to a relative log Kahler metric on X over Y. 

Since Boa= do a, we have class (w) =class (w0 ) in 1i2 (f*A~;y)· It 
is known that class (w0 ) coincides with the image of the Chern class of 
.C. Q.E.D. 

§7. Log harmonic forms 

Let f: X ----+ Y be a projective log smooth vertical morphism be
tween log smooth fs log analytic spaces. Let n be the relative dimension 
of X over Y (that is, the rank of the locally free sheaf wl;y which is a 
locally constant function on X) and we assume that n is constant. 

We assume further that we are given a log Kahler metric on X over 
Y. 

Everything in this section is in the ket sense except in a part of the 
proof of Proposition 7.6. 
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Assume that we are given a VPLH (1iz,M, (, )) of weight won X. 

7.1. Following the classical theory of Laplacian, we introduce the star 
operator 

*: Ax;y(M) ~ A3F;-yrn(M) 

which is Ax-linear, the 8-operator 

8: Ax;y(M) ~ A~j~(M) ; 8 =- * d*, 

where d denotes V': A~;y(M) ~ A~i~(M), and then the Laplacian 

~: Ax;y(M) ~ Ax;y(M) ; ~ = d8 + 8d. 

The definition of * is as follows. The Hermitian metric 

( , ) : Ax;Y,l,o x Ax;Y,l,o ~ Ax 

induces by duality an Hermitian metric 

( ) A l,O Al,O A 
' : X/Y X X/Y ~ X· 

Clearly, this Hermitian metric is extended to a unique Hermitian metric 

(, ): A_k;y x A_k;y ~Ax 

having the properties that A~~Y and A~~Y are orthogonal under ( , 

and (a, b) is the complex conjugate of (a, b) for any a, bE A~~y· This 

Hermitian metric on A_k;y is extended naturally to an Hermitian metric 

( , ) = Ax;y x Ax;y ~ Ax 

for any m. 
We have an Hermitian metric 

(, ): Ax;y(M) x Ax;y(M) ~Ax 

(a®u,b®v) ~(a, b)· (u,v) (a,b E Ax;y,u,v E MA)· 

Here (u, v) = iP-q(u, v) when u E M~q (p + q = w). In this Hermitian 
metric, the direct summands A-;cjy 0Ax M~q (r + s = m, p + q = 

w) areorthogonal to each other, and (u,v) coincides with the complex 
conjugate of (u, v) for any u, v E Ax;y(M). 

We define the star operator 
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by the formula 

for u, v E Ax;v(M) 

where w is the global section of A~~Y corresponding to the log Kahler 
metric of X over Y, and 1\ denotes the pairing 

induced by the exterior product A:X;v x At-ym ______. A3(/y and the 
Ox-bilinear form (, ): M x M ______.Ox. 

Then we have 

7.1.1. *commutes with complex conjugation. 

7.1.2. *(*(u)) = (-l)Pu for u E A~;y(M). 

7.2. We define an Ay-submodule har:X;v(M) of f*Ax;v(M), called the 
sheaf of harmonic m-forms with coefficients in M, by 

Then har:X;v(M) coincides with the intersection of the kernels of 
the two operators 

d: J*Ax;v(M) ______. f*A';N(M) 

8: f*Ax;v(M) ______. f*A';j~(M). 

In fact, it is clear that Ker (d) n Ker ( 8) C Ker ( .6.), and the converse 
inclusion can be checked on Y'triv. 

The aim of this section is to prove the following log version of the 
classical direct decomposition theorem. 

Theorem 7.3. For each mE Z, we have: 
(1) f*Ax;v(M) = har:X;v(M) EB df*A';j~(M) EB 8f*A';N(M). 
(2) Ker (d: f*Ax;v(M) ___. f*A';N(M)) = har:X;v(M)EBdf*A';j~(M). 
(3) Ker (8:f*Ax;v(M) ___. f*A';j~(M)) = harx;v(M)EB8f*A';N(M). 
(4) .6.: f*Ax;y(M) ______. f*Ax;y(M) induces an automorphism of the 

space df*A';j~(M) EB 8f*A';N(M). 

We prove 7.3 after preliminaries on the L2-metric on f*Ax;y(M) 
(7.4) and on Lie derivatives on f*Ax;y(M) (7.5). 
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7.4. We define a pairing 

Here, we have to show that the function y f--7 J x u 1\ *V is log c=. 
y 

This is reduced to the following 

Claim: For u E f(X,A3(}y), the function y f--7 fxy u (y E Yiriv) is a log 
c=-function on Y. 

This follows from the fact that the above function coincides with 
the image of u under 

f*A3(}y --+ H 2n(f*AX/Y) ~ Av ®oy R2n f*wX/Y (by Proposition 5.1) 

-+Ay. 

(The last homomorphism comes from R2n f*wX/Y --+ Oy which 

follows from the fact that the canonical homomorphism R 2n Jlog(7L) --+ 

7L on Yiriv is canonically extended to ylog.) 
The pairing ( ( , ) ) satisfies 

7.4.1. ((u, u)) ~ 0 for any u E f*Ax;v(M). 

7.5. Let a be a global section of Ax,1 := Ax;IC,l· Then a is identi
fied with a homomorphism of Ax-modules A1- --+ Ax. We have a 
homomorphism of Ax-modules 

. Aq Aq-l 
2a: X--+ X 

characterized by 

j=l 

Define 

Then we have: 
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7.5.1. 8,:>(u 1\ v) = 8a(u) 1\ v + u 1\ 8a(v) for any u E A~, v E A'k 
(p,qEZ). 

7.5.2. do8a = 8aod: A~----+ A~+l (p E Z). 
Let 

be the additive map characterized by 

where 8a ( u) means the image of u under 

'\7 1 a0id A M ----+ wx 0ox M ----+ x 0ox M. 

Then: 

7.5.3. 8a(au) = 8a(a)u + a8a(u) for any a E Ax and u E A~(M) 
(p E Z), 

7.5.4. do8a = 8aod: A~(M)----+ A~+l(M) (p E Z). 
If a: A].. ----+Ax sends Air into Ay C Ax, then it is seen from 7.5.1 

that 8a: A'k(M) ____, A'k(M) induces A'k;y(M) ----+ A'k;y(M). We 

call this induced map 8a: A'k;y(M) ----+ A'k;y(M) the Lie derivative 
defined by a. 

Proposition 7.6. Let u E f(Xtriv,A'_X';y(M)). Then the following 
(1) and (2) are equivalent. 
(1) u E f(X, A'_X';y(M)). 
(2) Locally on Y, for any k ~ 0 and any sections al,··· ,ak of f*Ax,l 
which send Air into Ay, the section 

of Ay on Ytriv is of logarithmic growth on Y. 

Proof. It is clear that (1) implies (2). We will reduce the converse to 

the well-known inequality sup lfl S: (2llfiiL2 · llf'll£2)! for a compactly 
supported C 00-function f: lR ____, JR., which is a direct consequence of 
the Schwartz' inequality. We may assume that Y is Hausdorff. We will 
prove that u is log coo around a point x of X. Let y = f ( x). First 
note that any non-ket germ a E Ax,l,x which sends Air,y into AY,y is 

extended to an a E (f*Ax,I)y such that ax' sends Air,y into AY,y for 
any x' E f- 1 (y) and ax =a. This is because Air 0Ay Ax is a direct 
summand of A].. and the non-ket version of Ax;Y,l is soft. Then it is 
enough to show that the section u satisfying (2) is of log growth. 
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We will prove that u is of log growth around x. Take an open neigh
borhood Uo of x, a ket subneighborhood U ____, Uo, and t 1 , ... , tn+d E 
f(Uo, Mx) such that (dlog(ti)h:Si:Sn is a basis of wijo/Y; (dlog 

(ti) h:Si:Sn+d is a basis of wij0 ; and such that Mlu is free. Let ui = arg(ti) 

and Vi = log lti I, 1 :::; i :::; n+d. Let S be the subset { 8~; , 8~; ; 1 :::; i :::; n} 

of { 8~; , 8~, ; 1 :::; i :::; n + d}, the dual basis of { dui, dvi}. Take a com
pact subneighborhood K c U such that for any a E S, there exists an 
extension 0: E f*Ax,l such that 0: sends A~ into Av and such that a 
and 0: coincide on a neighborhood of K in U. Fix such an 0: for each 
a E S. Further, multiplying u by a log c=-function 'P on X such that 
'P = 1 near x and 'P = 0 outside the image K 0 of K in U0 , we may 
suppose that u = 0 outside K 0 . 

Consider the metric on Aij 1 y such that { du1, dv1, . . . , dun, dvn} is 
an orthonormal basis with respect to it. Denote by (, )'the induced met
ric on A[7;y(M) and by ((, ))'the induced pairing f*A[7,riv/Y,r,)M) X 

f*Amu . /"'". (M) ----+ Ay;,. : (u, v) f-+ (y f-+ fK u A *v) (y E Jtriv, Ky 
tnv .I. tnv nv y 

= f- 1 (y) n K). 
We prove that u satisfies the following condition (2)'. 

(2)': For any a1, ... ,ak E S, ((oa,o ... o001 k(u),0011 o ... o001k(u)))' is 
of log growth. 

Taking a function h oflog growth on X such that ( (v, v) )' :::; sup I hi· 
J-l(y) 

((v,v)) for any v E f*Ax . /Y.. (M) (sup lhl denotes the function 
tnv tnv J-l (y) 

y f-+ sup lh(x)l on Jtriv), we see that the function in (2)' is pointwise 
xEJ- 1 (y) 

lessthanyf-+ sup lhl·((oa-,o ... oOa-k(u),oa-,o ···oOa-k(u))) (yEJtriv)· 
J-l(y) ' 

Since f is vertical, sup lhl is of log growth on Y. Thus u satisfies (2)'. 
The rest is to show that this condition (2)' implies that u is of log 

growth. Take an orthonormal basis (ei)i of MAiu· Writing u = 2: fiei, 
we see that (2)' for u implies (2)' for each fi by induction on k. Hence 
we may assume that M =Ox. Then we may assume that m = 0. By 
repeated use of the usual Schwartz' inequality on the real line, we have 
suplul :S: eoi1rcs((or(u),or(u)))'T 2

n for a positive constant co. Here 
Ky 

Or ( u) = 0011 o · .. o 001 k ( u) when we denote by a1, ... , ak all the distinct 
elements of I. Hence u is of log growth. Q.E.D. 

7.7. We prove Theorem 7.3 (1). Let j: Jtriv ----+ Y be the canonical 
morphism. Theorem 7.3 (1) is true in the case Y = Jtriv (that implies 
X = Xtriv since f is vertical) by the classical theory (Deligne, [31]). 
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Hence for u E f*Ax;y(M), we have a unique decomposition 

where 

u = Ph(u) + Pd(u) + P8(u) 

Ph(u) E j*j*harx;y(M), 

Pd(u) E j*j*df*A~jt(M), 

By Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, 1-lm(f*Ax;y(M)) '2' Ay ®ov 

Rm f*wx;y(M) is a locally free Ay-module, and hence the map 1-lm(f* 
Ax;y(M)) ---+ j*j*'Hm(f*Ax;y(M)) is injective. Hence we have 

7.7.1. j*j*df*A~jt(M) n f*Ax;y(M) = df*A~jt(M), 
and (applying the star operator * to this) we also have the similar equal
ity concerning 8. These imply that, for the proof of 7.3 (1), it is suffi
cient to show that Ph(u), Pd(u), and P<5(u) belong to f*Ax;y(M). We 
prove that Pd(u) belongs to f*Ax;y(M). (Then this will show that 

Pti(u) = ( -1)m * (Pd(*u)) belongs to f*Ax;y(M), and hence Ph(u) = 
u- Pd(u)- P8(u) also belongs to f*Ax;y(M).) 

Let a 1 , ... , ak be sections of f*Ax, 1 which send A} into Ay. By 
Proposition 7.6, it is sufficient to show that 

((8a 1 o ···o8akopd(u),8a 1 o ···o8akopd(u))) Ej*CY,riv 

is of logarithmic growth. Let 

Then lj is a homomorphism of Ax-modules. We have 

7.7.2. 8ajopd = pdo (8aJ + lj -ljopd) on j*j* f*Ax;y(M). 
We prove 7.7.2. Since 8aj commutes with d, 8aJ preserves j*j*df*A~jt 

(M) (resp. Ker (d: j*j* f*Ax;y(M) ---+ j*j* f*A~tt(M)) = j*j* 
harx;y(M) EB j*j*df*A~j~(M)), and this shows the following 7.7.3 
(resp. 7.7.4). 

7.7.3. Pdo8ajopd = 8ajopd on j*j*f*Ax;y(M). 

7.7.4. (1 - Po)o 8a1 o (1 - P8) = 8ajo (1 - p0) on j*j* f*Ax;y(M). 
By taking ( -1)m * o (7.7.4)o*, we obtain 

which can be rewritten as 
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7.7.5. Pdo (8aj + lj)opd = Pdo (8aj + lj)· 
7.7.2 is obtained by taking (7.7.5) minus (7.7.3). 

Now by 7.7.2 and by the fact that 8a,o a- ao 8a,: Ax;y(M) ____, 
Ax;y(M) is a homomorphism of Ax-modules for any i and any Ax

homomorphism a: Ax;y(M)-----> Ax;y(M), we have: 

7. 7.6. 8a1 o · · · o 8ak o Pd is a finite sum of elements of the form 

(q 2': O,r 2': 0) 

where each si is an operator j*j* f*Ax;y(M) -----> j*j* f*Ax;y(M) of 
the form pdo ai where ai is a homomorphism of Ax-modules Ax;y(M) 

-----> Ax;y(M), and each ti is 8aj for some j. 
Locally on Y, there exists a log C 00-function bi on Y such that 

7.7. 7. ( (aiv, aiv)) ::::; lbi I · ( (v, v)) for any v E j*j* f*Ax;y(M). 

(lbil denotes the function y f--+ lbi(Y)I on ltriv·) Since j*j*harx;y(M), 

j*j*df*Ar;j{;(M) and j*j*8f*Ar;t{;(M) are orthogonal under the pair
ing 

(by the classical theory), we have 

7.7.8. ((Pd(v),Pd(v)))::::; ((v,v)) for any v E j*j* f*Ax;y(M). 

By 7.7.7 and 7.7.8, locally on Y, there exists a log C 00-function bonY 
such that 

((s1o "'OSqotlo ···otr(u),slo '"OSqoiio "'Otr(u))) 

::::; lbl· ((t1o .. · otr(u), ho .. · otr(u))). 

Since tlo "•Otr(u) is log coo, ((tlo oo•otr(u),tlo '"Otr(u))) is of log 
growth. Hence by 7.7.6, ((8a1 o ... oaakopd(u),8a 1 o ... oaakopd(u))) is 
of log growth. 

7.8. We prove Theorem 7.3 (2), (3). Since (3) is obtained by applying the 
star operator* to (2), it is sufficient to prove (2). Let u E f*Ax;y(M), 

and assume du = 0. Then u- Ph(u) is in j*j*df*Ar;j{;(M). By 7.7.1, 

this shows that u- Ph(u) belongs to df*Ar;j{;(M). 

7.9. We prove Theorem 7.3 (4). Since harx;y(M) = Ker (~on f*AX/Y 

(M)), the injectivity of~ on df*Ar;j{;(M) EB 8f*Ar;t{;(M) is clear. 

We prove the surjectivity of~ on df*Ar;j{;(M) EB 8f*Ar;t{;(M). Let 
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u E df*A';j~(M) EB 8f*A';N(M). Then of course u = du1 + 8u2 for 

some u 1 E f*A';j~(M) and u2 E f*A';N(M). Write Po(ul) = 8(v1) 

and Pd(u2) = d(v2) for v1, v2 E f*Ax;y(M). Then 

~(pd(vl) + Po(v2)) =(do+ 8d)pd(vl) +(do+ 8d)po(v2) 

= dopd(vi) + 8dpo(v2) 

= d8(v1) + 8d(v2) 

= du1 + 8u2. 

Example 7.10. Take f: E ----+ ~ in 2.14 as f: X ----+ Y here. Then 
X has a log Kahler metric over Y corresponding to the (1, 1)-form 
dlog(u) 1\ dlog(u) E f(X,A~~y) (u is as in 2.14). For this log Kahler 

metric, *: Ax;Y ----+ A3(;~ (m;:::: 0) are Ax-linear maps which operate 

on the bases of Ax;Y as 

* (1) = idlog(u) 1\ dlog(u), *(dlog(u)) = -idlog(u), 

* (dlog(u)) = idlog(u), *(dlog(u) 1\ dlog(u)) = -i, 

and the Laplacian~: Ax;Y----+ Ax;Y (m;:::: 0) are described as 

~(g)= -2(utu)(u111J(g) forgE Ax, 

~(gdlog(u)) = ~(g)dlog(u), ~(gdlog(u)) = ~(g)dlog(u), 
~(gdlog(u) 1\ dlog(u)) = ~(g)dlog(u) 1\ dlog(u) forgE Ax. 

If we take as (Hz, M, (, )) the "unit object" on X (Hz= Z, M =Ox, 
and the filtration on M and ( , ) are the evident ones), 

Let 

har~;y(M) = Ay, 

hark;y(M) = Aydlog(u) + Aydlog(u), 

har~;y(M) = Aydlog(u) 1\ dlog(u). 

g = exp(27ri ·log(lul)/log(ltl)) where t = uv 

( t is the coordinate function on Y = ~). Then 

The inverse of~ (Green operator) on Image(d) + Image(8) (Theorem 
7.3 (4)) sends g to (27r2)-1 log(ltl)2g, and we see that Theorem 7.3 (4) 
is related to the fact that the inverse (27r2)-1 1og(ltl)2 of the non-zero 
eigenvalue 27r2log(ltl)-2 of the Laplacian is oflog growth. 
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§8. Higher direct images of variations of polarized log Hodge 
structure 

Everything here is in the ket sense except 8.11-8.14. In this section 
we prove: 

Theorem 8.1. Let f: X --:---> Y be a projective vertical log smooth 
morphism between log smooth fs log analytic spaces. Let (1iz, M, ( , ) ) 
be a VPLH on X of weight w. FormE Z, let 

which are in the log Riemann-Hilbert correspondence (Theorem 5.2). For 
p E Z, let FiiP(wx;y(M)) be the subcomplex (w1;Y 0ox MP-q)q of 

Wx;y(M), and let grP(wx;y(M)) =FiiP(wx;y(M))/FiiP+l(wx;y(M)). 
(1) The Hodge to de Rham spectral sequence 

Ef'q = RP+qf*grP(wx;y(M)) => E;;:; = Vm 

degenerates from E 1 , and each Rm f*grP(wx;y(M)) {m, p E Z) is a 
locally free Oy -module. Consequently, for any m, p E Z, the canonical 
map Rm f*FilP(wx;y(M)) -- Rm f*(wx;y(M)) is injective and the 
image is locally an Oy-direct summand of Rm f*(wx;y(M)). 
(2) Fix an invertible Ox-module .C which is relatively very ample with 
respect toY, and formE Z, let 

( , ) : .Cm,IQI X .Cm,IQI --:---> Q 

be the pairing below in 8.2 defined by .C. Then, with the Hodge filtmtion 
Rm f*FiiP(wx;y(M)) on Vm, 

is a VPLH of weight w + m on Y. 

8.2. Let the situation be as in the above theorem. 
Define a pairing 

as follows. We will assume that the relative dimension n of X over 
Y is constant (the beginning of section 7). The definition is obviously 
extended to the general case. In the case m ::::; n, define .Cm,IQI,prim to be 
the kernel of 

( r)n-m+l. r r 
C L- • L-m,IQI --:---> L-2n-m+2,1Qi· 
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Then for any m, 

EJ1L:j,IQ,prim-----> Lm,IQ; (aj)j f..---> I:c(L:)(m-j)/2 · aj 

j J 

is an isomorphism where j ranges over all integers such that j :::; n, 
j :::; m, and j ::= m mod 2. (This is proved by restricting to rtriv·) Let 
( , ) : Lm,IQ x Lm,IQ ----+ Q be the unique Q-bilinear form such that the 
subspaces c(£)(m-j)/2 Lj,IQ,prim of Lm,IQ for j as above are orthogonal to 
each other under ( , ) and 

(c(£)Cm-j)/2u, c(£)(m-j)/2v) 

for j as above and for u,v E Lj,IQ,prim is the image of (-1)j(j-l)/2u0v 
under 

£. Q9 £. ----+ R2jflog(H Q9 H ) ----+ R2jflogifl\ J,IQ J,IQ * iQ iQ * "-!:. (by ( , ) of Hz) 

8.3. Since f is vertical, Xtriv ----+ rtriv is projective. Hence, by Deligne 
([5], [31]), the restriction of (L:m, (Rm f*FilP(wi-;y(M)))pEZ, ( , )) to 
rtriv is a VPH of weight w + m. By Proposition 2.5, this VPH ex
tends to a VPLH on Y of weight w + m. This extension must have the 
form (L:m, (V~)pEZ, ( ' )) for some Oy-submodules v~ of Vm such that 
each V~ is locally free and is locally a direct summand of Vm· We will 
see below that the canonical map Rm f*FilP(wi-;y(M)) ----+ V~ is an 
isomorphism. 

For the proof of 8.1, it is sufficient to prove 8.1 (1). In fact, if we 
prove 8.1 (1), then we have Rm f*FilP(wi-;y(M)) = V~, and hence we 

obtain 8.1 (2). 
Note that 8.1 (1) is a local problem on Y and we may suppose that 

the relative dimension is constant. 

8.4. Locally on Y, take a blowing up g: Z ----+ X along the log structure 
such that Z is a complex manifold and the log structure of Z is given 
by a divisor with normal crossings whose irreducible components are 
non-singular and the number of whose irreducible components is finite. 
Since Rg*g* F = F for any locally free Ox-module F of finite rank, the 
proof of 8.1 (1) is reduced to the case X= Z. 

In the rest of section 8, we assume that X satisfies the condition on 
Z in the above and we fix £. Further, shrinking Y, we take and fix a 
log Kahler metric on X over Y related to £ as in section 7. 
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8.5. For p, q E Z such that p + q = w + m, let 

where r, s, j, k range integers satisfying r + s = m, j + k = w, r + j = p, 
s + k = q, and let 

har~;y(M)p,q = har~;y(M) n f*A~;y(M)p,q c f*A~;y(M). 

Since b.: f*A~;y(M) ----+ f*A~;y(M) preserves f*A~;y(M)p,q for 
any p, q such that p+q = w+m (this is reduced to the classical situation 
on rtriv described in [31]), we have 

8.5.1. har~;y(M) = ffip+q=w+m har~;y(M)p,q. 

8.6. By Griffiths transversality as in [31] pp.420-421, the map d: A~/Y 

(M) ----+ A:;g(M) sends A~;y(M)p,q (p + q = w + m) into A:;jt 

(M)P+l,q EB A:;g(M)p,q+l. Hence d can be written as 

d = d' + d" 

in the unique way where d' and d" are additive maps A~;y(M) ----+ 

A:;g(M) such that 

d'(A~;y(M)p,q) c A:;g(M)P+l,q, d"(A~;y(M)p,q) c A:;g(M)p,q+l 

(p + q = w + m). Let 

8'(u) =- * d" * (u), 8"(u) =- * d' * (u) 

for u E A~;y(M). Then we have: 

8.6.1. d1od1 = 0, d11od11 = 0. 

8.6.2. d', d", 8', 8" kill har~;y(M). 

8.6.3. b.= 2(d'8' + 8'd') = 2(d"8" + 8"d"). 

8.6.4. b.d' = d' b., b.d" = d" b., .6.8' = 8' b., .6.8" = 8" b.. 

These 8.6.1-8.6.4 are proved by restricting to rtriv· 

Proposition 8. 7. The canonical map from har~;y(M) to the m-th 
cohomology sheaf of the complex (f*A~;y(M), d') (resp. (f*A~;y(M), 
d")) is an isomorphism. 

Proof. We consider the case of d' (the proof for the case of d" 
is similar.) The injectivity can be checked by restricting to rtriv and 
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reducing to the classical theory (Deligne, [31]). We prove the surjectivity. 
Let u E f*Ax;y(M) and assume d'u = 0. By Theorem 7.3 (4), there 

exists v E f*Ax;y(M) such that u- Ph(u) = ~(v) (Ph is as in 7.7). 
It is sufficient to prove that u- 2d'8'v belongs to harx;y(M), that is, 
~(u) = 2~d'8'v. We have 

~d'8'v = d'8'~v 

= d'8'(u- Ph(u)) 

= d'8'u 

= (d'8' + 8' d')u 

= l~u 
2 

By 8.5.1, Proposition 8.7 shows 

(8.6.4) 

(8.6.2) 

(8.6.3). 

Q.E.D. 

Corollary 8.8. Form, p, q E Z, such that p+q = w+m, the canonical 
map from harx;y(M)p,q to the m-th cohomology sheaf of the complex 

f*(Ax(M)w-q,q £ A_k;y(M)w+l-q,q .'!:'_. Ai;y(M)w+Z-q,q £ · · ·) 
(resp. 

f*(Ax(M)p,w-p <£ A_k;y(M)p,w+l-p <£ Ai;y(M)p,w+Z-p <£ · · · )) 

is an isomorphism. 

8.9. By the Hodge decomposition in 2.6 applied to the VPLH (.Cm, 
(V~)pEZ, ( , )) on Y (8.2), we have a Hodge decomposition 

8.9.1. Ay c>9oy Vm = EBp+q=w+m v;:;:A 
where v;:;':A denotes the intersection of Ay c>9oy V~ and the complex 
conjugate 'of Ay c>9oy V:h. If we identify Ay c>9oy Vm with harx;y(M) 
via the canonical isomorphism, the decomposition 8.9.1 coincides with 
the decomposition 8.5.1. (To see this, it is enough to show that the 
projectors of the direct decompositions coincide, but the coincidence of 
the projectors can be checked on ltriv, and hence we are reduced to the 
classical theory on ltriv.) In particular, we have 
8.9.2. A rcA VP ;vp+l ~ vp,w+m-p ~ harm (M)p,w+m-p 

Y '<Y0y m m - m,A - X/Y · 

8.10. Now we prove Theorem 8.1 (1). 
Fix p E z. By the log 8-Poincare lemma on X (3.1), we have an 

exact sequence of complexes 
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8.10.1. 

0--+ grP(w~;y(M))--+Ax ®ox grP(wx;y(M)) 

~ A~1 ®ox grP(w~;y(M)) ~ A~2 ®ox grP(wx;y(M))--+ · · · 

Let Hm be the m-th cohomology sheaf of the complex 

From 8.10.1, since A~q (q E Z) has a descending filtration whose r-th 

graded quotient is A',ij~r ®Ay A~r for any r E Z, and since Ax ®ox 

wJ!:;y = A';j~ for m E Z, we obtain a spectral sequence 

8.10.2. E;·t = A~s ®Ay Ht ===? E;;:, = Rm f*grP(wx;y(M)) 
· h' h Est Es+1 t · 1n W 1C 1 ' --+ 1 ' 1S 

-;'). AO,s r':A 'l.Jt AO,s+1 r':A 'l.Ji 
U. y '<YAy I L --+ y '<YAy I L • 

By Corollary 8.8 and 8.9.2, we have 

8.10.3. Hm ~ harJl:;y(M)p,w+m-p ~ Ay ®oy V!:,/V!:,+ 1. 

Hence the complex E;·m in 8.10.2 is rewritten as 

Hence by the log 8-Poincare lemma on Y (3.1), the spectral sequence 
8.10.2 satisfies 

if s = 0, 

if s =1- 0. 

Hence the spectral sequence 8.10.2 gives a canonical isomorphism 

Hence Rm f*grP(w~;y(M)) is a locally free Oy-module. The Hodge 

to de Rham spectral sequence in 8.1 (1) degenerates on Ytriv from £1. 
Since each Erterm is a locally free Oy-module as we have just seen, the 
degeneration on Ytriv implies the degeneration on Y. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 8.1. 

The non-ket version of Theorem 8.1 is deduced directly from it as 
follows. This is a generalization of results in [23], [25] (but the proof is 
different). 
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Theorem 8.11. Let f: X---+ Y be as in Theorem 8.1. Let (Hz, M, 
( , ) ) be a VPLH on X in the non-ket sense ( cf. Remark 2.4). Then the 
followings hold. 
(1) The associated Hodge to de Rham spectral sequence (in the classical 
sense) degenerates from E1. 

0 

(2) Assume that the underlying analytic space Y of Y is smooth. Then 
each E 1 -term of the spectral sequence in (1) is locally free. 
(3) Assume that for any x E X, the cokernel of M;;f(x/O~,f(x) ---+ 

MJ!',x/O~,x is torsion free. Then (Lm, Vm := Rm f*(w~;y(M)), ( , )), 
defined similarly as in Theorem 8.1, is a VPLH on Y in the non-ket 
sense, and each E 1 -term of the classical spectral sequence in (1) is locally 
free. 

Proof. This is obtained by applying Theorem 8.1 to (Hz, E* M, (, )) 
as follows. Here and hereafter E: denotes the projection from the ket site 
to the usual site. 

(1) By Proposition 1.7, E*Rf*E:* M = RJ*M for any locally free 
Ox-module M of finite rank on X, and the Hodge to de Rham spectral 
sequence associated to (Hz, M, ( , ) ) is the direct image byE: of the one 
associated to (Hz, E:* M, ( , ) ). Thus the degeneracy follows. 

0 

(2) When Y is smooth, the direct image by E: of a locally free Ox-
module of finite rank on Xket is locally free ([14]). This proves (2). 

(3) By [14], under the assumption in (3), Rm J!ogHc belongs to 
Lunip(Y). Hence (3) follows. Note that in this case the spectral sequence 
in Theorem 8.1 (1) is the pull back to Xket of the classical spectral 
sequence in the above (1). Q.E.D. 

Remark 8.12. In the case where (Hz, M, ( , )) is the unit ojbect Z, 
Theorem 8.11 (1)(2) gives alternative proofs of results of 
(a) J.H.M. Steenbrink [27], [28] and T. Fujisawa [6] without use of 
CMHC; and 
(b) L. Illusie [13] and M. Cailotto [1] without use of algebraic methods. 

8.13. Here we explain a relation between our work and the works of 
J.H.M. Steenbrink [27] and T. Fujisawa [6] on limit Hodge structures. 

Let Y = 6.n endowed with the log structure given by 6.n- (6.*)n. 
By the works of Cattani-Kaplan and Schmid, if (Hz, M, (, )) is a VPLH 
on Y of weight w in the non-ket sense, we have a polarized mixed Hodge 
structure ([3] Definition (2.26)) as follows. Let y be a point of yiog lying 
over the origin 0 E Y. By identifying Hc,y with M(O) = C ®oY,o Mo, 
define a descending filtration F on Hc,y by FP = MP(O). Let W(N) be 
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the weight filtration on HQ,y associated to the nilpotent operator 

N = clNl + ... + enNn ; HQ ----t HQ for C}, .•. 'Cn > 0 

(N1, ... , Nn are as in 2.8), and let W = W(N)[-w] be the-w shift of 
W(N). Then W is independent of the choice of N ([2]), and (Hz,y, F, 
( , ), W, N) is a polarized mixed Hodge structure for any N as above 
(cf. [3] 3.4). 

Now let f: X ----t Y = D. n be a projective log smooth vertical 
morphism satisfying the assumption of Theorem 8.11 (3). Assume fur
ther that the underlying morphism of f of analytic spaces is flat. Let 
(Hz, M, ( , )) be a VPLH on X of weight win the non-ket sense. By 
Theorem 8.11 (3), we have a VPLH (.Cm, Vm, ( , )) on Y of weight 
w +min the non-ket sense. Fix a point y E ylog lying over 0 E Y and 
fix a point t E (D.*) n. By fixing a path connecting t and y, we identify 
Hm(Xt, Hz) with .Cm,y via the isomorphisms 

Hm(Xt, Hz)~ (Rm J!ogHz)t ~ (Rm J!ogHz)y = .Cm,y, 

and identify Hm(Xt, He) with Hm(Xo, Ox0 ®ox wi-;y(M)) via the iso
morphisms 

Hm(Xt, He)~ .Cm,C,y ~ Vm(O) ~ Hm(Xo, Oxo ®ox wi-;y(M)). 

Applying the above result of Cattani-Kaplan and Schmid to the VPLH 
(.Cm, Vm, ( , )) on Y, we obtain the following result. 

Proposition 8.14. Let Y = D.n and let X and (Hz,M, ( , )) be as 
in 8.13. Then the map 

FP:=Hm(Xo, FilP(Ox0 ®oxwi-;y(M)))----* Hm(Xo, Ox0 ®oxwx;y(M)) 

is injective for any p, and (Hm(Xt, Hz), F, ( , ), W, N) is a polarized 
mixed Hodge structure for any N as in 8.13, where W = W(N)[-w-m] 
which is independent of such N. 

In the case where (Hz, M, ( , )) is the unit object Z, this result was 
obtained by Steenbrink [27] under the assumption that n = 1 and X is 
semistable over Y = D.. See also Fujisawa's [6] for the case where X 
is multi-semistable over Y. (For such X, the assumption of 8.11 (3) is 
satisfied.) 

Remark 8.15. The authors hope that Theorem 8.1 would be gener
alized to the case where the base is not necessarily log smooth over C. 
When it would be established, it would give a new proof of Lemma 4.1 
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in [21]. For this, they hope to define the ring of log c=-functions Ax 
for an fs log analytic space X which need not be log smooth over C by 
the following idea: Locally on X, we can take an exact closed immersion 
X ----> Z with Z log smooth over C. When we have such an embedding, 
let I be the ideal of Oz which defines X. Then we define Ax to be the 
quotient of Az by the ideal generated by I and the complex conjugate 
of I. The authors do not know that Ax does not depend on the local 
choice of X ----> Z. If it is the case, Ax is defined globally and A~g is 

also defined by A~g = O~g ®ox Ax. 

Appendix. Terminology in log geometry. 

Here we give explanations on special terminologies in log geometry. 
[18] is a basic reference for what follows. 

1. Concerning monoids. 
In this paper, a monoid means a commutative monoid with a unit 

element and a homomorphism of mono ids is assumed to respect the unit 
elements. An fs monoid is a finitely generated monoid S satisfying the 
following (i) (ii). (i) ab = ac (a, b, c E S) implies b =c. (Hence Sis 
embedded in the associated group Sgp := { ab- 1 ; a, b E S}. ) (ii) If 
a E Sgp and an E S for some n ~ 1, then a E S. 

2. Concerning log structures. 
A log structure on a ringed space (X, 0 x) is a sheaf of monoids 

M endowed with a homomorphism a: M ----> Ox of sheaves of monoids 

satisfying a- 1 (0~) ~ 0~ by a. An fs log analytic space is an analytic 
space over C endowed with a log structure satisfying a certain "fs condi
tion" (see [18]). In this paper, only "log smooth fs log analytic spaces" 
appear except in Remark 8.15. A log smooth fs log analytic space is 
an analytic space with a log structure which is locally isomorphic to an 
open set of (Spec qs])an with S an fs monoid. Here Y = (Spec C[S])an 
is endowed with the log structure 

{! E Oy ; f is invertible on (SpecC[SgpWn} = o;; · S cOy. 

For example, if X is a complex manifold and D is a divisor on X with 
normal crossings, and if X is endowed with the log structure {f E Ox; f 
is invertible outside D} (called the log structure given by D), then X is 
a log smooth fs log analytic space. 
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For a log smooth fs log analytic space X, we denote by Mx its log 
structure. Let Xtriv := {x EX ; Mx,x = Oi,x}· If X is an open set of 
(Spec qsnan, then Xtriv = X n (Spec qsgpnan. 

3. Concerning (X1og, O~g). 
For an fs log analytic space X, a topological space X 1og endowed 

with a proper map T: xlog ---+ X is defined (see [18]). If X = (Spec 
qsnan = Hom(S, C), X 1og = Hom(S, JR>g1t) x Hom(S, § 1) where 
§ 1 := {z E ex ; lzl = 1} and T: xiog---+ X is the map induced by 

lR>o x § 1 ---+ <C ; (r, u) f---> ru. 

We have two important sheaves of rings on xiog, the non-ket version 
of O~g and the ket version of O~g (we use the same notation O~g), In 

this paper, O~g is the ket version unless the contrary is explicitly stated. 

We explain these two O~g in the case where X is a log smooth fs log 
analytic space. The inverse image of Xtriv in X 1og is isomorphic to Xtriv 
via the canonical projection and hence Xtriv is identified with an open 
set of X 1og. Let j 1og: Xtriv ---+ X 1og be the inclusion map. If X is a log 
smooth fs log analytic space, the non-ket version (resp. ket-version) of 
O~g is the subring of j~og ( 0 Xtriv) generated over 0 X = T-1 ( 0 X) locally 
by log(t) for t E Mx (resp. by log(t), t 11n for t E Mx and n ~ 1). The 
non-ket Version of O~g is used in [18], [19], [20], [23], [24], [25], but the 
ket version of O~g appear and play an essential role in [14]. 

4. Concerning morphisms between log smooth fs log analytic spaces. 
A morphism between analytic spaces with log structures is defined 

in the evident way. For log smooth fs log analytic spaces X and Y, 
a morphism X ---+ Y is the same thing as a morphism of underlying 
analytic spaces f: X ---+ Y satisfying f(Xtriv) C Yiriv· f is said to be 
vertical if f- 1 (Yiriv) = Xtriv. If X and Y are log smooth fs log analytic 
spaces, a morphism f: X ---+ Y is log smooth (resp. log etale) if and 
only if the following holds locally on X and on Y: There are fs monoids 
S and T and a homomorphism h: S ---+ T which is injective (resp. 
which is injective with Tgp jh(SgP) finite) such that X is an open set of 
(Spec <C[T])an, Y is an open set of (Spec C[S])an, and f is induced by 
h. For a morphism f: X ---+ Y of log smooth fs log analytic spaces, we 
say f is a blowing up along log structure if locally on Y, Y is an open 
set of (Spec <C[S])an for an fs monoid S and f: X ---+ Y is the proper 
birational morphism associated to a finite polyhedral cone decomposition 
A of Hom (S, Q::::o) such that A comes from an ideal of S (cf. 2.9 and 
[22] I). We say a morphism f: X ---+ Y of fs log analytic spaces is exact 
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at x E X if the induced homomorphism of fs monoids My,yjo;,y -----+ 

Mx,x/Oic,x (y = f(x)) is exact (a homomorphismS-----+ 'T offs monoids 
is said to be exact if the inverse image of 'T under SgP -----+ Tgp coincides 
with S). f is said to be exact if it is exact at any point of X. 

5. Concerning the ket site. 
An exact log etale morphism is called also a Kummer log etale mor

phism. Roughly speaking, "Kummer log etale over X" is something 
like "nearly etale over X but possibly ramified outside Xtriv". For a 
log smooth fs log analytic space X, the Kummer log etale site Xket is 
the following site: As a category, it is the category of log smooth fs log 
analytic spaces over X which are Kummer log etale over X. A covering 
is a surjection. The structure sheaf of Xket; U f-+ Ou(U) is denoted by 
Ox. The canonical morphism of topoi X 1og -----+ Xket is denoted by r 
(the same notation as r: X 1og -----+X). 

Notations. 

sheaf of log coo-functions on X 
sheaf of log coo-functions on X log 
sheaf of log coo (p, q)~forms 
sheaf of relative log coo p-forms on xlog 

sheaf of relative log coo (p, q)-forms 
sheaf of harmonic m-forms with coefficients in M 
variation of polarized Hodge structure 
variation of polarized log Hodge structure 
sheaf of analytic p-forms with log poles 
sheaf of relative analytic p-forms with log poles 

sheaf of relative analytic p-forms with log poles and 
with coefficients in M 
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